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1988 SCHEDULE 
Sep.    3  at West Virginia 1:00 
SEP,    10   BALL STATE 12:30 
[Welcome Back To School Day) 
Sep.   17   at Texas Christian 7:30 
Sep.  24   at Toledo 7:30 
Oct.     1   at Western Michigan  1:00 
OCT.    8   OHIO UNIVERSITY 1:30 
(Homecoming) 
Oct.   15  at Central Michigan 1:00 
OCT. 22   YOUNGSTOWN STATE 1:30 
(Student Appreciation Day) 
OCT. 29   MIAMI 1:30 
(Parents' Day. Varsity BG Day) 
Nov.    5  at Kent State 1:00 
NOV. 12   EASTERN MICHIGAN 12:30 
{Group/Team Day) 
TODAY'S COVER 
Their faces have appeared on 
posters, schedule cards, and now the 
cover of the Bowling Green Football 
Magazine. They are "Uncle" Freddie 
Falcon and Bowling Green quarter- 
back Rich Dackin (11), tailback Mike 
McGee (36], defensive back Kyle 
Kramer (21) and fullback Shawn 
Daniels (34). Together, they have 
helped promote Falcon football for 
the 1988 season. 
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Editor: Chris Sherk 
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and the BG News; and by staff pho- 
graphers of the Sentinel-Tribune. 
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TODAY'S GAME 
BG Opens MAC Schedule Vs. Ball State 
The Bowling Green Falcons try to get 
off to a good start in Mid-American 
Conference play when they host the 
Ball State Cardinals in a 12:30 p.m. 
game at Doyt Perry Field, today. 
It will be "Welcome Back to School 
Day" at BGSU, with a large turn-out of 
Wood County school children, teachers 
and administrators expected to be in 
attendance. 
The BG-Ball State game is the second 
telecast in the MAC TV Game of the 
Week series by Master Video Produc- 
tions, available in 40 million homes on 
independent stations and cable 
systems in all parts of the country. 
Coach Moe Ankney's Falcons are 
eager to bounce back from a 62-14 
loss at West Virginia, last week. The 
nationally-ranked Mountaineers took 
advantage of some early BG miscues 
en route to the win. 
Ball State comes to BG on a high, hav- 
ing won its season-opener against MAC 
rival Toledo, 13-3, in Muncie, IN. The 
Cardinals may be one of the MAC'S 
most improved teams in 1988, thanks to 
the return of tailback Bernie Parmalee, 
the MAC Freshman of the Year in 1987, 
and linebacker Greg Garnica, the 
MAC Defensive Player of the Year. 
- BG- 
BOWLING GREEN COACH MOE ANKNEY: 
Moe Ankney (BGSU "64) is in his third 
season as head coach at Bowling 
Green with a 10-13 overall record and 
a 10-6 mark in the MAC. 
-BG- 
BALL STATE COACH PAUL SCHUDEL: Paul 
Schudel (Miami "66), is in his fourth year 
at Ball State with a 15-19 overall record 
and an 11-15 mark in the MAC. 
-BG- 
THE SERIES: The Falcons hold the upper 
hand in the series with Ball State, hav- 
ing won the last eight contests and 11 
of 14 overall. Last year, BG registered 
a 24-0 victory over the Cardinals in 
Muncie, IN. Mike McGee rushed for 112 
yards and two touchdowns, including 
one scoring jaunt of 89 yards. Rich 
Dackin passed for 295 yards, while 
Charles Dotson paced the Falcon 
defense with 10 tackles. 
-BG- 
BOWLING GREEN OFFENSE: The Falcons 
showed some signs of a cohesive of- 
fense, despite the lop-sided defeat at 
West Virginia. The passing game pro- 
duced  206 yards against a  good 
Mountaineer defense. Quarterbacks 
RICH DACKIN and ERIC SMITH threw to 
10 different receivers. Wide-outs KEN 
RANKIN and RON HEARD both grabbed 
three passes, while six others con- 
tributed two receptions. The BG ground 
game was paced by a 56-yard effort 
from tailback MIKE MCGEE. McGee also 
scored both Falcon TDs with a pair of 
one-yard lunges. BG's61 yards rushing 
was 58 yards more than the Falcons 
totalled at Penn State in the 1987 
opener. Part of the credit goes to BG's 
starting offensive line: center BRIAN 
SHERMAN, guards TOM ADDIE and 
DAVID HAYNES, and tackles HAROLD 
ARROWSMITHand BILLY HORN. 
-BG- 
BOWLING GREEN DEFENSE: The Falcons' 
secondary got a real work-out at West 
Virginia, as the Mountaineers made 
numerous advances beyond BG's for- 
ward defensive wall. Cornerbacks MIKE 
HOLMES and TONY MCCORVEY and 
safeties KYLE KRAMER and TERRY 
WILSON combined to make 39 tackles. 
Kramer, who also recovered a WVU 
fumble, led the way with 14 stops. BG 
linebackers DAL MCDONALD and TOY 
(Continued on page 19) 
1988 Parents Day Show 
featuring a great evening of music and fun with 
THE LETTERMEN 
Twenty million records sold including "The Way You Look 
Tonight," "Theme From A Summer Place," "When I Fall in Love," 
"Shangri-La," "Can't Take My Eyes Off You," and many more! 
Saturday, October 29 
8:00 p.m. 
Anderson Arena 
All seats reserved: 
$13 Chair Seats-SOLD OUT 
$10 Downstairs—SOLD OUT 
$ 8 Upstairs Bench/Bleacher 
$ 6 Upstairs, South End Bleacher 
Tickets may be purchased weekdays, 8-5 p.m., at the Mileti Alumni Center 
or call 372-2701 and charge your order to Visa/Mastercard. 
# 
Look at what's in-store for you 
...at a nearby Food Town! 
TAKE HOME A LIVE LOBSTER! 
Our Fresh Seafood Shoppes feature fresh fish and seafoods including a live 
lobster tank.   Stop by the one nearest you and enjoy the catch of the day. 
SANDWICH FIXIN'S! 
Sliced turkey breast, roast beef, corned beef, choice luncheon 
meats, cheeses and more are yours to choose from at any Food 
Town Deli.   Stop by soon! 
FRESH-CUT FLOWERS! 
You can turn anyday into a special day with a fresh-cut floral 
bouquet or an attractive houseplant from one of our Floral Shop- 
pes.  There's one near you! 
OVEN FRESH BAKED GOODS! 
Our in-the-store Bakeries are busy everyday baking oven fresh breads, rolls, 
coffee cakes, pastries and donuts too!  Special occasion cakes are also available! 
From imported wines and cheeses to video rentals 
or photofinishing, you can get just what you want 
when you want, each and every week at Food 
Town! 
GO FALCONS! 
Our GOAL Is To 
Serve You! 
Your University Union 
Good Luck To 
ALL FALCON 
SPORTS TEAMS! 
Advertiser's Index 
Page 
. . .58 
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University Graphic Arts 39 
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WTVGTV 13  58 
Take TIME OUT 
for Sports. 
Enjoy WBGUTV's weekly 
sports magazine, with foot- 
ball highlights, interviews 
and profiles of BGSU's 
outstanding athletes and 
coaches. 
TIME OUT 
Thursdays 5:30 & 11 p.m. 
WBGU 
TV27 
TV WORTH WATCHING! 
Q 
HEAD COACH MOE ANKNEY 
Now in his third year as head football 
coach at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity, Howard M. (Moe) Ankney believes 
in Falcon football, its past, present and 
future. 
"Bowling Green football is strong, and 
Bowling Green football is respected 
across the country," Ankney says. 
"When our players put on the Bowling 
Green uniform, they are eager to go out 
and uphold that winning tradition." 
Hanging on his Doyt L. Perry Field of- 
fice wall is a framed list of five objec- 
tives. Meet these goals, Ankney tells his 
players, and Bowling Green will main- 
tain its reputation as the winningest Mid- 
American Conference football pro- 
gram of the 1980s. 
-BOWLING GREEN FOOTBALL GOALS- 
1. Each player earn a college degree. 
2. Continue the winning tradition 
3. Beat Toledo 
4. Win the California Bowl 
5. Each player become the best that 
he can be as a student, as an 
athlete and as a person. 
Appointed as the University's 13th 
head football coach on December 30, 
1985, Ankney has coached the Falcons 
to two successive second-place finishes 
in the Mid-American Conference. His 
teams have compiled a 10-6 record in 
MAC play the last two seasons. Each 
year, the Falcons have finished just one 
game shy of first place and a trip to the 
California Bowl, 
Ankney has a 10-12 record overall at 
BGSU, a record that reflects the 
challenging non-conference schedule 
Bowling Green has played the last two 
seasons. In 1986, the Falcons visited 
Minnesota and Washington. In 1987, 
BGSU visited Penn State and Arizona. 
The 1988 season promises to be 
equally difficult for Ankney and his staff. 
Besides eight games in the.competitive 
MAC, the Falcons visit West Virginia, a 
1987 Sun Bowl participant, and Texas 
Christian, out of the Southwest Con- 
ference. BG will host Youngstown State. 
Ankney, a 1964 BGSU graduate, return- 
ed to his alma mater after serving six 
seasons as the assistant head coach, 
defensive coordinator and secondary 
coach at the University of Arizona of the 
Pacific - 10 Conference. In leaving 
Arizona, he left a long-time coaching 
associate and friend, Arizona Head 
Coach Larry Smith. Like Ankney, Smith is 
a Bowling Green graduate, and the two 
coached together for 10 seasons. 
Prior to joining the Arizona staff in 
1980, Ankney was Smith's defensive 
coordinator and secondary coach at 
Tulane for four seasons between 
1976-79. And before that, he was the 
Head Coach 
Moe Ankney 
(Bowling Green, '64) 
3rd Year at Bowling Green 
All Games 
Year School W-L-T     PCT. 
1986 Bowling Green     5-6-0      .455 
1987 Bowling Green     5-6-0      .455 
TOTALS 10-12-0 .455 
MAC Games 
Year School W-L-T PCT. 
1986 Bowling Green     5-3-0 .625 
1987 Bowling Green     5-3-0 .625 
TOTALS                   10-6-0 .625 
secondary coach at Ball State from 
1971-75 under the late Dave McClain. 
In all, he has spent 16 seasons coach- 
ing football at the collegiate level. 
At each stop, Ankney was instrumen- 
tal in helping to rebuild struggling pro- 
grams. While at Ball State, the Cardinals 
improved their record from 4-5-1 in 1971 
to 9-2 in 1975. At Tulane, Ankney helped 
the Green Wave from a 2-9 record in 
1976 to a 9-2 mark and a berth in the 
Liberty Bowl in 1979. The Arizona 
Wildcats were 5-6 in 1980 and improv- 
ed their record to 8-3-1 in 1985, in- 
cluding a 13-13 tie with Georgia in the 
Sun Bowl, His Arizona defensive units 
finished among the nation's statistical 
leaders from 1982-85. 
Among his former players now in the 
National Football League are Denver 
Broncos' linebacker Ricky Hunley and 
Cleveland Browns' defensive back Al 
Gross. More than 20 of his former 
players have gone on to careers in pro- 
fessional football. 
Ankney entered the coaching profes- 
sion at the high school level. He was an 
assistant football and wrestling coach 
at Eaton High School for the 1964-65 
seasons and then became head 
coach at Dayton Northridge in 1966. He 
moved on to Dayton Wayne High 
School as head coach in football and 
tennis in 1967 and stayed until 1971 
when he joined the Ball State staff. His 
five-year head coaching record in the 
high school ranks stands at 24-21-5. 
While coaching in the Dayton area, 
Ankney earned his master's degree 
from Miami University in 1969. 
Ankney, 46, a native Ohioan, grew up 
in Xenia before moving to Kettering as 
a high school senior. A 1960 Fairmont 
High School graduate, he was an all- 
state quarterback and a participant in 
the Ohio All-Star game. 
While a student at BGSU, Ankney 
played on two MAC Championship 
teams as a reserve quarterback and 
lettered twice under legendary Coach 
Doyt Perry. The Falcons went 23-5-1 from 
1961-63. 
While an undergraduate, Ankney 
earned election to Omicron Delta Kap- 
pa, a leadership honorary, Phi Alpha 
Theta, a history honorary, and Kappa 
Delta Pi, an education honorary. 
Reared in a football family, his uncle 
Pete was his head coach at Fairmont 
High School. Pete Ankney was also a 
head coach at Canton McKinley High 
School and at the University of Dayton, 
Moe's father, Ben, coached at Miami 
University and at Xenia High School. 
Moe and his wife, Carlalee, are the 
parents of three children: Angela, 25, 
Andy, 23 and Molly, 20. Howard Milton 
Ankney was born June 23, 1942. 
4t 
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428  EAST  WOOSTER  STREET 
BOWLING   GREEN.   OHIO  43402 
TELEPHONE  14191   353-1045 
STORE   FRONT  ON  WOOSTER 
CfCcwwui 
Tailor & Tuxedo Rental 
Custom Made Suits 
Alterations—Men & Women 
Dry Cleaning • Laundry • Reweaving 
Complete Designer Formal Attire 
1022 Conant St. 
(Next To McDonalds) 
Maumee, OH 43537 
GEORGIA KANAG, Owner 
(419) 893-1505 
Prices Start At $37.00 
CENTURY 
MARKETING CORPORATION 
12836 South Dixie Highway 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
1-800-537-9429 Toll Free 
1-800-821-5409 In Ohio 
MANUFACTURERS OF CUSTOM 
LABELS AND TAGS, PRICING SYSTEMS, 
BAGS, AND RETAIL PACKAGING 
"OUR BUSINESS IS MAKING 
YOUR BUSINESS LOOK GOOD" 
*Pc*id /tiuKdtutt ^.i^c *7* $e&ua. 
tee** 
Medical 
College 
Hospitals 
BORDEN 
The folks at Borden 
Dairy hope you have 
a winning season. 
GO FALCONS! 
® 
Borden Inc. 
Findlay, Ohio 
423-3737 
"If it's 
it's got to be good!® 
# 
ASSISTANT COACHES 
1988 BGSU FOOTBALL COACHES - Seated (l-r): Bob Wolfe (defensive coordinator, 
inside linebackers), Moe Ankney (head coach), Reggie Oliver (offensive 
backfield). Standing: Mark Miller (offensive coordinator, quarterbacks, receivers), 
Mike Mangili (defensive backs), Terry Malone (offensive tackles and tight ends), 
Andy Garver (defensive line), Bob Reublin (assistant head coach, offensive line), 
Kurt Humes (outside linebackers). 
ANDY GARVER 
Andy Garver, 30, is in his third year as 
a defensive line coach at Bowling 
Green. He serves as recruiting coor- 
dinator, while supervising the special 
teams. He recruits Northwest Ohio and 
the west coast of Florida, and the 
Chicago area junior colleges. Garver, 
a 1980 graduate of Tulane University, 
has formerly coached at Jesuit High 
School in New Orleans, LA, Tulane 
University, the University of Arizona, and 
the University of Notre Dame. Andy and 
his wife, Terri, are the parents of Allison, 
3, and Kevin. 1, 
TERRY MALONE 
Terry Malone, 28, is responsible for the 
tight ends and tackles on the offensive 
line. Now in his third year under Head 
Coach Moe Ankney, Malone is in 
charge of scouting and breaking down 
game films. He also serves as Bowling 
Green's strength coach and recruits the 
Detroit suburbs and the Cincinnati 
area. Malone, a 1983 graduate of Holy 
Cross College, formerly coached at the 
University of Arizona and Holy Cross. 
Terry and his new wife, Ann, reside in 
Bowling Green. 
MARK MILLER 
Now in his sixth season as an assistant 
coach at Bowling Green, Mark Miller, 
31, serves as offensive coordinator, 
while also coaching quarterbacks and 
receivers. He recruits the Akron-Canton 
area and serves as the team's 
academic supervisor in cooperation 
with Dr. Pat Cleveland, director of 
academic affairs for the BGSU athletic 
department. Mark, a 1978 BGSU 
graduate, and his wife, Barb, a former 
BGSU cheerleader, are the parents of 
Zachary, 7, Adam, 4, and infant son 
Kyle. 
REGGIE OLIVER 
Reggie Oliver, 36, is in his fifth season 
as the offensive backfield coach at 
Bowling Green. He also supervises rela- 
tions with professional scouts and 
recruits the Michigan cities of Detroit 
and Flint. A 1975 graduate of Marshall 
University, Oliver formerly coached at 
Huntington High School in West Virginia 
and at Marshall University. He played 
professional football with the Jackson- 
ville Sharks of the World Football 
League in 1974, before earning a try- 
out with the Dallas Cowboys, 
BOB REUBLIN 
Bob Reublin, 49, is in his third season as 
Bowling Green's assistant head coach 
and offensive line coach. Reublin 
handles numerous administrative duties 
and takes the place of Coach Moe 
Ankney when Ankney is involved 
elsewhere. Reublin recruits north central 
Ohio and Cleveland. A 1961 BGSU 
graduate, he served as a graduate 
assistant coach at BGSU for one year. 
He later coached at Sandusky High 
School, Miami University, and the 
University of Colorado. Bob and his wife, 
Mary Lou, are the parents of Susie, 26, 
twins Nancy and Patsy, 25, and Cathy, 
23. 
KURT HUMES 
Kurt Humes, 33, is in his second year as 
a member of the Bowling Green 
coaching staff. Humes recruits the 
Dayton area and Indiana, while super- 
vising the team's fields, equipment, sup- 
plies and facilities. Humes, a 1976 
graduate of Ball State University, is a 
former graduate assistant coach at 
Bowling Green in 1976. He has also 
coached at Ball State, Miami Univer- 
sity and the University of Wisconsin. Kurt 
and his wife, Pam, a 1977 BGSU 
graduate, are the parents of Tanner, 9, 
Jessica, 6, and Rachel, 4. 
MIKE MANGILI 
Mike Mangili, 34, is in his third year as 
an assistant coach at Bowling Green. 
For the last two seasons, he has coach- 
ed the defensive backs. He was in 
charge of the outside linebackers in 
1986. Mangili is in charge of player 
relations under Head Coach Moe 
Ankney and recruits the Columbus 
area. A 1978 graduate of California 
State-Sacramento, he formerly coach- 
ed at Amos Alonzo Stagg High School 
in Stockton, CA, and at the University of 
Arizona. Mike and his wife, Lauren, are 
expecting their first child this fall. 
BOB WOLFE 
Bob Wolfe, 41, is in his third season as 
inside linebackers coach and his se- 
cond season as defensive coordinator 
at BGSU. A 1969 graduate of the Univer- 
sity, Wolfe recruits Northeast Ohio, in- 
cluding Cleveland's east side, and the 
cities of Youngstown and Warren. He 
also coordinates the team's "Incentive, 
Motivation and Pride" program. Wolfe 
has coached at Ball State, Washington 
8c Jefferson, Youngstown State and 
Allegheny College. Bob and his wife, 
Karen, a 1970 BGSU graduate, are the 
parents of Eric, 18, Kevin 13, and 
Christine, 9. 
tf 
BGSU's SCHOOL of 
Health 
Physical 
Education 
Recreation 
OFFERS ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
LEADING TO CAREERS IN — 
Sport management, marketing & promotion 
Sport medicine & athletic training 
Athletic administration & coaching 
Fitness, wellness & health promotion 
Teaching physical education in elementary & secondary 
schools 
Intramurals, recreation centers, & community programs 
The leisure industry, commercial & public recreation 
Outdoor recreation/education, camping & parks 
Dance 
Working with special populations (aging, physically 
disabled, retarded, youth-at-risk 
undergraduate & graduate programs 
CONTACT- Director, School of HPER 
BGSU 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
Phone: 419-372-2334 
Remember MR. BULKY'S 
for your game-day SNACKS 
We also carry: 
— Cookies 
— Candies 
— Pastas 
— Spices 
— Chocolates 
— Grains 
— Nuts 
— Dried Fruits 
— Sugar-free Candies & 
— Gourmet Coffees!! 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS! 
Rudolph I Libbe 
We have a 
Falcon Trained Team 
too! 
Fritz Rudolph 
Phil Rudolph 
Allan Libbe 
Ron Holzman 
Scott Libbe 
Gary Haas 
Jim Hahn 
Marilyn Rudolph 
Kent Libbe 
Kathleen 
Holzman 
Kerm Rudolph 
Tom Schneider 
Joe Strieter 
Charles 
Hutchings 
Ron Grolle 
Gail Lee 
John Henry 
Todd Kurfess 
John Lee 
Mike Livingston 
Phil Rudolph, Jr. 
Rick Meadows 
Quin St. John 
Don Sutphin 
Rusty Ballmer 
Pauline Glaza 
. . . these and other Rudolph/Libbe employees, who have 
Green State University, can loudly shout "GO FALCONS! 
General Contractors 
Construction Managers 
Gary Fries 
Jack Mercer 
Don Mathewson 
John Shearman 
Dave Rozelle 
Jeff Schaller 
Scott Cunningham 
studied and taught at Bowling 
Walbridge, Ohio 
419/241-5000 
Q 
GRADUATE & STUDENT ASSISTANTS 
ANDY DENGLER 
Andy Dengler begins his first year as a 
graduate assistant football coach at Bowling 
Green State University. 
Dengler, who celebrated his 25th birthday on 
September 10, comes to BGSU after three years 
of coaching at the high school level. He was 
an assistant coach at Circleville High School in 
Circleville, OH, for the last two years. Before that, 
Ihe was an assistant coach for one year at 
Hopewell-Loudon High School near Tiffin, OH. 
Dengler, a native of Circleville, is a graduate 
of Heidelberg College in Tiffin, OH, While at Heidelberg, he lettered 
two years as an offensive and defensive lineman on the football 
team. Before that, he lettered as an offensive and defensive lineman 
at Circleville High School. 
Andy has a wife, April. 
STEVE FEYRER 
Steve Feyrer is in his second year as a 
graduate assistant coach at Bowling Green 
State University. 
Feyrer, who turned 24 on August 25, coach- 
ed high school track in Milwaukee, Wl, and 
Wauwatosa, Wl, for two years before coming 
to BGSU. He is a 1986 graduate of Ripon Col- 
lege in Ripon, Wl, and holds a bachelor's 
degree in physical education. 
He was a four-time letterman in football and 
a three-year letterman in track at Ripon. He 
earned All-America honors as a wide receiver and was named all- 
conference three times. Feyrer owns Ripon's single game receiving 
record and is the school's all-time leading receiver. 
Feyrer earned all-conference honors in track and set school 
records in the long jump, the 400, 800 and 1600 meters, and the 
sprint medley relay. 
GLASS CITY FEDERAL 
CREDIT UNION 
4 Locations To Serve You 
445 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 (352-0787) 
1666 E. Broadway 
Toledo, Ohio 43605 (691-3595) 
433 Superior St. 
Rossford, Ohio 43460 (666-5300) 
1400 Dussel Drive 
Maumee, Ohio 43537 (893-4772) 
You can join the more than 210 businesses, 
groups and associations who do their banking at 
Northwest Ohio's leading regional credit union. 
It's Where You Belong! 
For more information, call or write 
IB LARRY N. HUNTER PRESIDENT/ 
GENERAL MANAGER 
EQUAL HOUSING 
LENDER 
TODD FITCH 
Todd Fitch is in his first year as a graduate 
assistant football coach at Bowling Green 
State University. 
Fitch, 24, has served as an assistant football 
coach at Ohio Wesleyan University, his alma 
mater, the last two years. He also worked as 
an Ohio State University football camp 
counselor for two summers. 
Fitch was an All-North Coast Athletic Con- 
ference defensive back while attending Ohio 
Wesleyan in Delaware, OH. He lettered three 
times in football, He later earned his bachelor's degree in journalism 
from OWU. 
Before that, he was a three-sport letterman (football, basketball 
and track) at Bellaire High School in Bellaire, OH. 
Todd is single. 
GREG STUDRAWA 
Greg Studrawa makes the transition from 
player to coach this year at Bowling Green 
State University. A two-year letterman on the 
offensive line for the Falcons in 1986 and 1987, 
Studrawa will serve as a student-assistant 
^A under Coach Moe Ankney in 1988. 
^k ^^ Studrawa, who turns 24 on November 3, was 
A      m H^     a walk-on to the Falcon football team out of 
It y*t Fostoria St. Wendelin High School. He gained 
Ik V!■ a starting role on the offensive line in his junior 
and senior seasons. He was also a member 
of the 1985 MAC Championship team that went to the California Bowl. 
Studrawa was a football and basketball letterman at St. Wendelin 
High School and played on the 1983 football team that finished as 
the Ohio Class A runner-up. He is the son of Dennis and Irene 
Studrawa. His father has coached football for more than 20 years. 
One of the largest selections of 
needlework & crafts in Northwestern Ohio. 
Quality Always At A 
Reasonable Price 
'Where today's hobbies are tomorrow's heirlooms' 
®lj£ IFrenrij Knot 
200 S. Main Street in Bowling Green 
Great Eastern Shopping Center in Toledo 
4T 
Post-Game Celebration! O     V  o   0 Q o    0 
RESTMRAJVT & BAR • 146 «L Main, Bowling Green 
EVERGREEN LANDFILL 
Solving Your Waste Management Problems 
2625 East Broadway 
Northwood, Ohio 43619 
419/666-S136 
A Waste Management Company 
Camps of Champs 
BOWLING GREEN 
STATE UNIVERSITY 
1989 SUMMER 
SPORTS CAMP 
Learn from Falcon Coaches 
BOYS' CAMPS 
Football 
Basketball 
Baseball 
GIRLS' CAMPS 
Basketball 
Gymnastics 
Volleyball 
Softball 
CO-ED CAMPS 
Golf 
Soccer 
Swimming 
Tennis & Racquet Sports 
Distance Running 
Track and Field 
FEATURES . . . 
Accent on the Individual 
Instruction by BGSU Coaches & Staff 
Use of Varsity Facilities 
Use of Student Recreation Center 
Training Table Type Meal Plan 
Modern Residence Halls 
For Further Information Write To: 
Mel Mahler, Director 
BGSU Summer Sports Camp 
BGSU Athletic Dept. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
Name   
Address 
Phone_ 
_Camp Interest. 
STATE HOME SAVINGS B THE 
NUMBER ONE STUDENT LOAN 
LENDER IN THE STATE OF OfflO 
State Home Savings has been the number one Savings and Loan Student Loan 
Lender in the State of Ohio since 1985. The government backed Guaranteed 
Student loan program provides funds for tuition, books, student fees, 
or any other educational expenses. 
Loans are also available to Ohio residents attending out-of-state colleges. 
So come in and Get The Winning Feeling! 
s 
\ 
State Home Savings 
Convenient Locations Throughout Northwest Ohio. Ohio Wats 800-282-1074 
$ 
{=& ijp: 
LENDER        \ -_£r~- -_^ 
BGSU IN THE NEWS 
Adults Earn Academic Credit For Life Experiences 
by TERI SHARP 
BGSU Office of Public Relations 
Terry Stellingworth of Toledo was 
only a year away from completing 
her degree at Michigan State 
University when her husband was 
transferred to a job in Dayton. Then 
came motherhood, more reloca- 
tions and, later, a job in Toledo. 
Now Stellingworth is finishing her 
college degree at Bowling Green 
State University where she's taking 
advantage of a new portfolio 
assessment program that offers 
adult students an opportunity to 
earn academic credit for life 
experiences. 
Students who seek credit through 
portfolio assessment are first 
screened by Joan Bissland, direc- 
tor of adult learner services and the 
evening credit program. If 
qualified, students enroll in a 
special section of English 207, an in- 
termediate writing class. Class 
members polish their writing skills by 
compiling a portfolio that 
documents what they've learned 
outside a classroom. 
"As the portfolio is written in sec- 
tions, the students match their ex- 
periences with courses offered at 
the University," Bissland explains. 
"If departmental faculty agree 
that the outcome of the students' 
experiences are potentially the 
same as those of specific courses, 
then when the portfolio section is 
completed it can be submitted to 
the department for review. If the 
reviewing professor agrees the out- 
comes are the same after review- 
ing the documentation, then the 
student receives credit for that 
course." 
Five students enrolled in the port- 
folio assessment English course last 
fall and a similar number are en- 
rolled this semester. Dr. Thomas 
Wymer, the professor of English who 
teaches the course, points out that 
like individual experiences, 
students' portfolios can be quite 
different. 
"Documentation of experiences 
can vary greatly. In business 
education, for instance, a number 
Joan Bissland (left) reviews portfolio with adult student. 
of highly specific skills have to be 
mastered. In other fields, these skills 
may be more generalized than 
specific," Wymer says. Completed 
portfolios, in addition to detailed 
resumes, might contain job 
descriptions, letters of verification 
and actual work samples in some 
cases. 
Judy Lord of Pemberville, who 
graduated from the University last 
May, said the course helped her in 
composition. "We've been taught 
how to write and how to docu- 
ment," she added. 
Lord has had extensive public 
speaking experience through the 
Northwest Ohio Kidney Foundation 
and the Red Cross. "You can 
almost write a book (to document 
your experiences]. It requires an 
awful lot of time and work, but it's 
a great course," she said. 
Once students have successfully 
completed writing their portfolios 
for English 207, they can submit sec- 
tions for credit review. 
Students can receive as many as 
30 hours of credit toward their col- 
lege degree, but completion of a 
portfolio doesn't guarantee credit, 
Bissland stresses. Credit is granted 
only after departmental review. "Of 
course," she adds, "the student 
does get credit for taking English 
207." 
In addition to fees for enrolling in 
English 207, portfolio assessment 
costs $70 per course. 
While the cost of portfolio assess- 
ment is higher than for credit-by- 
examination options, Dr. Ramona 
Cormier, dean of continuing 
education, says it's justified 
because "you receive much more 
attention, with service on the port- 
folio and faculty review of whether 
it's worthy of credit." 
Stellingworth is preparing sec- 
tions of her portfolio to submit to the 
departments of journalism, home 
economics, speech communica- 
tion and, possibly, sociology. She 
hopes that she may be able to 
finish her degree this year. 
"The world has set the standard 
and that standard is a college 
degree. A number of doors have 
been closed to me. I want to take 
that obstacle out of the way," Stell- 
ingworth says. 
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1988 FALCONS 
In 
TOM ADDIE 
Junior • OL 
Akron, OH 
Interpersonal 
Communications 
DEON ALLEN HAROLD ARROWSMITH GERALD BEATTIE 
Sophomore - LB Sophomore - OL Freshman • DL 
Lima, OH Painesville, OH Sterling Hts„ Ml 
Undeclared Business Undeclared 
SCOn BECKLEY CHRIS BEIER 
Senior - LS/DB Freshman - K 
Bellevue, OH Toledo, OH 
Business Administration Business 
DAVE BIELINSKI 
Freshman • DB 
North Royalton, OH 
Business 
ttirirjtf J 
MARK BONGERS 
Senior - WR 
Westlake, OH 
Sport Management 
MARC BRATTON 
Sophomore - DB 
Lima, OH 
Business 
ROB BRUMER 
Sophomore - DL 
GrossePointe Woods, Ml 
Electronic Technology 
KEN BURRESS 
Freshman ■ DB 
Middletown, OH 
Industrial Technology 
ERIC CARPENTER 
Freshman - OL 
Miamisburg, OH 
Undeclared 
DERRICK CARR 
Junior ■ DL 
Detroit, Ml 
Visual Communications 
Tech. 
DUANE CRENSHAW 
Sophomore - DL 
Massillon, OH 
CHRYSLER  •  PLYMOUTH  •   DODGE INC 
THE HOME FOR ALL CHRYSLER PRODUCTS 
352-5151 
A CONSISTENT QUALITY DEALER 
AWARD WINNER 
921  N. MAIN   BOWLING GREEN 
Plymouth 
Oodne 
Dodge Trucks 
SALES 
PARTS 
SERVICE 
DAILY RENTALS 
LEASING 
BODY SHOP 
FALCON HOUSE SPORTING GOODS 
ATHLETIC SHOE & SPORTS HEADQUARTERS 
IN BOWLING GREEN 
• NAME BRAND ATHLETIC SHOES 
• SPORTS APPAREL - SWIMWEAR 
• SCHOOL JACKETS - EMBROIDERY 
• ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT - UNIFORMS 
• BQSU - COLLEGE - PRO APPAREL & SOUVENIRS 
• T-SHIRT IMPRINTING 
A ^ 1 A ♦ 
352-3610 
123 S. MAIN - DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
(ACROSS FROM HUNTINGTON BANK) 
After the game, head over to 
Bob Evans. It's a smart move 
if you have the drive to win. 
Sun-Thurs. 
6 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Frl. & Sat. 
Open 24 Hrs. RESTAURANT * 
1726 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 
419-352-2193 
SEE BOB EVANS IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT. 
^ 
1988 FALCONS 
MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM TODD CURRENCE RICH DACKIN 
Freshman - DB Freshman - LB Junior - QB 
Dayton, OH Canton, OH Cairo, OH 
Business Undeclared Education 
SHAWN DANIELS CHARLES DOTSON PAT DUTSON 
Senior - RB Sophomore • LB Freshman - OL 
St. Laurent, Quebec Toledo, OH Cincinnati, OH 
Radio, TV & Film Russian Studies Business 
TOY EASON 
Sophomore - LB 
Mt. Morris, Ml 
Liberal Arts 
- fi      W ***r -^  - \-    f '-  ^     ' '-   -I 
I * i i k 11 
CHARLES EDGERTON 
Junior - RB 
Columbus, OH 
Liberal Arts 
J.P. EMOND NICK EPPERT ERIC FITZPATRICK 
Freshman ■ LB Freshman • QB Sophomore - DL 
Cleveland, OH Bristol, IN Chagrin Falls, OH 
Computer Science Business Business 
NORRIS FREEMAN MARK FREIDLY GREG GLASSCO 
Freshman - DB Freshman ■ LB Senior - OL 
Reynoldsburg, OH Massillon, OH North Olmsted, OH 
Electronics Technolgoy Electronics Technology Electronics Technology 
THINK ORANGE! 
BEE GEE 
BOOKSTORE 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS 
1424 E. Wooster St. 353-2252 
Across From Harshman 
THE BEST IN GAME SUPPLIES: 
• Sweat Shirts 
• Throw-Away Raincoats 
• Umbrellas 
• Jackets 
• New & Used Textbooks 
• Art Supplies 
^Trusrcorp 
Bank 
mmw 
Money and More 
We are not only working to meet your com- 
plete financial needs. We're also doing all 
we can to support this community and help 
area businesses, neighborhoods and schools. 
Because after all. this is our hometown too. 
'vV'n:v ; :   C 
^ 
Cover to cover 
\J  BGs Dther Xj we cover ports like no oth 
The 1989 KEY 
Reserve your copy today! 
372-8086 
1988 BGSU FOOTBALL PROMOTIONS 
Sept. 10 BALL STATE 
(Welcome Back To School Day) 
Oct. 8 OHIO 
(Homecoming) 
Oct. 22 YOUNGSTOWN STATE 
(Student Appreciation Day) 
Oct. 29 MIAMI 
(Parents' Day/Varsity BG Day/ 
Doyt Perry Hall ot Fame Day) 
Nov. 12 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
(Group/Team Day) 
GOODLUCK 
FALCONS 
DEFIANCE, OHIO 
Make the Change 
Apply for the Marathon Credit Card  ^^^ 
0.09/0 BXplained Buy an oil change, a set of tires or repairs with the Marathon credit card. Take up to six months to pay with 
no finance charge—you pay the same as the cash price. 
Suppose you bought a set of tires costing $300.00 in March and charged them on your credit card. Your account is billed the first 
day ot each month and you pay $50.00 by the 15th of each month in six equal installments. The difference between the Marathon 
credit card and another credit card which has an annual percentage rate (APR) of 18% and a monthly finance charge of 1.5% 
applied on an average daily balance is: 
Marathon Credit Card 
0.0% Interest 
Any Credit Card with 
18% APR/1.5% Monthly Finance Charge 
Total Finance Charges 
Apply for the Marathon credit card at any Marathon service station. Use interest free installment buying for large 
purchases, excluding fuel, when each payment is made on time. /i*w 
M" An American Company,, jewingMu 
$ 
1988 FALCONS 
*.        U    * 
ANTON GOFF PAT GUCCIARDO DAVID HANKINS DEWAYNE HARRIS DAVID HAYNES RON HEARD CHRIS HENWOOD 
Sophomore • DB Freshman ■ QB Freshman - WR Freshman - DB Senior - OL Junior ■ WR Freshman - LS 
Richmond, VA Toledo, OH Mogadore, OH Flint, Ml Columbus, OH Detroit, Ml Lancaster, OH 
Criminal Justice Undeclared Undeclared Business Liberal Arts Business Graphic Design 
KYLE HOCKMAN BRIAN HOGARTH MICHAEL HOLMES BILLY HORN JIM HOWELL MICHAEL JACKSON PAT JACKSON 
Junior - TE Freshman - OL Junior • DB Sophomore - OL Sophomore - RB Senior - DB Sophomore • TE 
Harrison, OH Kettering, OH Alliance, OH Sandusky, OH Perrysburg, OH Detroit, Ml Van Wert. OH 
Physical Education Physical Education Business Accounting Business Industrial Training Business 
at the Lodge 
Across from the Stadium 
354-2535 
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Cocktails 
7 Days a Week 
Great Sunday Brunch! 
Open at 
6:00 a.m. 
Downtown 
163 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
352-2595 
Lunch, Dinner, Snacks, 
and Cocktails 
Open Monday thru Saturday 
Deluxe Prime Rib 
& Seafood Buffet 
Friday & Saturday 
@ 
SENIOR SPOTLIGHT 
SCOTT 
BECKLEY 
Scott Beckley is "Mr. Versatile" on the 
Falcon football team. He doubles as 
BG't long-snapper on punts and place 
kicks and as a reserve strong safety 
behind Terry Wilson. Last week at West 
Virginia, Scott began his senior season 
with a perfect day as a long snapper. 
He also saw some action in the second- 
ary and recorded two tackles, one of 
them a solo stop. Scott is a three-year 
letterman at BGSU, and has a perfect 
record as BG's long-snapper on more 
than 300 punts and place kicks. Last 
season, he not only handled over 100 
long-snapping situations without error, 
he also started at free safety in BG's 
season finale against Central Michigan 
and picked off a CMU pass, returning 
it 14 yards. Earlier in the season, he 
made four solo tackles in the Arizona 
game. Scott is a business major at BSGU 
and is a member of the American 
Marketing Association at BGSU. Born 
March 22, 1967, Scott is the son of 
Richard and Mary Beckley. 
MARK 
BONGERS 
SHAWN 
DANIELS 
DB/LS       6-2       200       Bellevue, OH       FL 6-0 180 Westlake, OH      FB   5-11    235   St. Laurent, Quebec 
Mark Bongers is the kind of player every 
coach wants on his team. Listed as BG's 
No. 2 flanker behind Ron Heard this 
season, Mark was pressed into duty last 
season as a punter. He did some punt- 
ing at Westlake High School, but that 
was in 1983. Still, Mark performed ad- 
mirably and averaged 35.2 yards on 57 
punts. With Cris Shale handling the 
Falcons' punting duties in 1988, Mark 
can concentrate on pass-catching. 
And how he can catch! Last week at 
West Virginia, Mark caught a pair of 
Eric Smith aerials covering 28 yards late 
in the game. A two-year letterman, he 
hauled in a 17-yard scoring toss from 
Smith last season against Western 
Michigan. In all, he made five catches 
for 64 yards, a healthy 12.8-yard 
average. Mark, a sport management 
major, gained some practical experi- 
ence as a practicum student in the 
BGSU athletic department last summer. 
Born March 3, 1966, he is the son of 
Mike and Carol Bongers. 
When opposing coaches evaluate the 
Falcon running backs, they immediate- 
ly take note of the impressive size and 
strength of fullback Shawn Daniels. At 
5-11, 235 pounds, Shawn is a rock-solid 
back who can do it all — run, block and 
catch passes. Last week at West 
Virginia, he did his share of banging 
around against a tough Mountaineer 
defense and came out of the game 
with four rushes for four yards and one 
pass reception for seven yards. Last 
season, the transfer from Snow Junior 
College in Ephraim, Utah, was used 
primarily as BG's No. 1 tailback and col- 
lected 423 yards and three touch- 
downs on 121 rushes. BG's leading 
rusher in 1987, he also pulled in 19 
passes for 120 yards, the fifth-best mark 
on the team. His top game was against 
Kent (89 yards on 24 carries). A radio, 
television and film major and a 
member of the Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes, Shawn is the son of Olivia 
Daniels. He was born Sept. 3, 1966. 
1988 MAC STANDINGS 
Team (Overall) W L T PCT 
Eastern Michigan (1-0) 1 0 0 1.000 
Ball State (1-0) 1 0 0 1.000 
Kent (1-0) - - — 
Western Michigan (1-0) - - - ... 
Bowling Green (0-1) - - — 
Central Michigan (0-1) - - - ... 
Miami (0-1) 0 1 0 .000 
Toledo (0-1) 0 1 0 .000 
Ohio (-) - ... 
Last Week's Results 
BALL STATE 13, TOLEDO 3 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 24, MIAMI 17 
KENT 34, Youngstown State 3 
Kentucky 18, CENTRAL MICHIGAN 7 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 24, Wisconsin 14 
West Virginia 62, BOWLING GREEN 14 
September 10 Schedule  
BALL STATE at BOWLING GREEN, 12:30 
WESTERN MICHIGAN at TOLEDO, 7:30 
Akron at KENT, 1:00 
EASTERN MICHIGAN at Youngstown State, 7:30 
OHIO at Marshall, 7:00 
MIAMI at Oklahoma State, 6:30 CDT Shawn Daniels (34) rushed for 89 yards vs. Kent in 1987. 
-t 
1988 FALCONS 
DAVE JACOBS 
Freshman ■ DB 
Cleveland, OH 
Pre-Nursing 
DAVE KINZIE 
Senior - DL 
Mississauga, Ontario 
Aerotechnology 
PETE KOWALSKI 
Freshman • OL 
Toledo, OH 
Psychology 
KYLE KRAMER 
Senior - DB 
Kettering, OH 
Biology 
MATT KREGEL 
Freshman • OL 
Toledo, OH 
Special Education 
BRIAN LAIRD 
Freshman - DL 
Fremont, OH 
Construction 
Technology 
RAY LAMBERT 
Freshman ■ LB 
Grafton, OH 
Art 
LARRY LAMBRIGHT 
Junior - LB 
Barberton, OH 
Education 
BRETT LANDMAN 
Freshman • TE 
Wooster, OH 
Finance 
TONY LEE 
Freshman • RB 
Wooster, OH 
Undeclared 
SCOn LINDSEY 
Freshman - RB 
Columbus, OH 
Business 
ANDY MAINS 
Freshman - LB 
Findlay, OH 
Business 
ARTIE MANGHAM 
Freshman - RB 
Holly, Ml 
Undeclared 
LAMAR MATHEWS 
Freshman ■ DB 
Inkster, Ml 
Business 
JBttdinzi* drihum 
Wood County's Favorite Daily 
Sports Information Newspaper 
Read about the results of this game 
and all the Falcons' major sports 
events in the Sentinel-Tribune. You'll 
also find coverage of teams in the 
Mid-American Conference, Big Ten, 
the pros and high schools. 
Phone 352-4421 or Toledo Toll Free 
385-7311 For Daily Delivery 
Also On Sale At Most Newsstands 
@ 
TODAY'S GAME 
BOWLING GREEN 
RUSHING 
Att.         Net Avg. TD 
Mike McGee 16           56 3.5 2 
Charles Edgerton 6           21 3.5 0 
BOWLING GREEN 34           61 1.8 2 
OPPONENTS 63         367 
PASSING 
5.8 6 
Att.   Comp. Yds. TD 
Rich Dackln 33           13 128 0 
Eric Smith 11             7 78 0 
BOWLING GREEN 44           20 206 0 
OPPONENTS 13             9 
RECEIVING 
174 1 
No.     Yard> Avg. TD 
Ken Rankln 3           46 15.3 0 
Ron Heard 3           26 8.7 0 
BOWLING GREEN 20         206 10.3 0 
OPPONENTS 9         174 
PUNTING 
19.3 1 
No.     Yards Avg. Long 
Cris Shale 7         281 40.1 44 
BOWLING GREEN 8         281 35.1 44 
OPPONENTS 1           57 
PUNT RETURNS 
57.0 57 
No.        Yds. Avg. Long 
Rodney Thompson 1            16 16.0 16 
BOWLING GREEN 1            16 16.0 16 
OPPONENTS 5           85 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
17.0 34 
No.        Yds. Avg. Long 
Reggie Thornton 5          104 20.8 25 
BOWLING GREEN 8         135 16.9 25 
OPPONENTS 2           16 
DEFENSE 
8.0 16 
Solo        Ast. Tackles Int. 
Kyle Kramer 7              7 14 0 
Toy Eason 6              4 10 0 
Dal McDonald 5             5 10 0 
(Continued from page 2) 
STATISTICAL LEADERS 
EASON both made 10 stops. In all, the 
Falcons yielded 541 yards of total of- 
fense to West Virginia's high-powered, 
multi-dimensional offense. 
-BG- 
BALL STATE OFFENSE: The Cardinals 
racked up 317 yards of total offense in 
beating Toledo last week, 13-3. 
Tailback Bernie Parmalee, the MAC's 
No. 2 rusher a year ago with a 106.4- 
yard average, gained 76 yards against 
the Rockets. One of his back-ups out of 
the backfield, Mark Stevens, had 41 
yards and one touchdown rushing. QB 
David Riley came up with a big game, 
completing 17-of-25 passes for 208 
yards. His favorite targets last week 
were tight end Eugene Riley (five catch- 
es, 54 yards) and split end Herb 
Jackson (four, 48). Starting guard Todd 
Wright is the son of Dr. Tom Wright, BGSU 
track and field coach, and Suzanne 
Wright of Bowling Green. 
-BG- 
BALL STATE DEFENSE: The Cardinals look 
to linebacker Greg Garnica as their 
leader on their 52 defense. The 1987 
MAC Defensive Player of the Year 
made eight tackles in the Cardinals' 
opener against Toledo. Only defensive 
end Greg Shackelford (nine tackles) 
and   linebacker Tim  Walton   (nine 
KEN RANKIN 
BG's top receiver last week 
BALL STATE 
RUSHING 
Att.         Net Avg. TD 
Bernie Parmalee 26            76 2.9 0 
Mark Stevens 12           41 3.4 1 
BALL STATE 51          109 2.1 1 
OPPONENTS 29            51 
PASSING 
1.8 0 
Att.   Comp. Yds. TD 
David Riley 17           25 208 0 
BALL STATE 17           25 208 0 
OPPONENTS 11           23 
RECEIVING 
92 0 
No.     Yards Avg. TD 
Eugene Riley 5            54 10.8 0 
Herb Jackson 4            48 12.0 0 
BALL STATE 17          208 12.2 0 
OPPONENTS 11            92 
PUNTING 
8.4 0 
No.     Yards Avg. Long 
Donnle Mullens 5          176 35.2 43 
IS> BALL STATE 5          176 35.2 43 
z 
OPPONENTS 8          235 
PUNT RETURNS 
29.4 37 
m No.        Yds. Avg. Long 
Herb Jackson 2             7 3.5 5 
O BALL STATE 3             8 2.7 5 
b 
D 
si F 
OPPONENTS 3             9 3.0 7 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
^: NO.         Yds. Avg. Long 
0 Bernie Parmalee 2           34 17.0 28 
-> BALL STATE 2           34 17.0 28 
OPPONENTS 4            66 16.5 28 
O 
DEFENSE 
n Solo         Ast. Tackles Int. 
"" Tim Walton 6              3 9 0 
Greg Shackelford 5              4 9 0 
Greg Garnica 2              6 8 0 
Mose Carter 4              4 8 0 
tackles) were credited with more stops. 
Nose guard Mose Carter (eight tackles) 
anchors the defensive line. Defensive 
backs Andre Barnett and Mike Crews reg- 
istered a pair of interceptions last week. 
-BG- 
PERRY FIELD SUCCESS: BG lost its 1987 
home opener last year on a last-second 
kick by Youngstown State, 20-17. 
However, since 1982, the Falcons are 
5-1 in home openers. Over the last six 
seasons, the Falcons are 26-4 at home. 
Their only losses at Perry Field since 1982 
were to Toledo in 1982, Northern Illinois 
in 1986 and Youngstown State and 
Western Michigan in 1987. 
-BG- 
MAC OPENER: The BG-Ball State game 
marks the beginning of Bowling Green's 
37th season of MAC football. BG has 
won six in a row to begin the league 
schedule, including two victories over 
Ball State: 31-6 in 1985 and 24-0 in 1987. 
In the last six MAC openers, the Falcons 
have out-scored the opposition, 174-46, 
an average of 29 points for BG, 7.7 
points for BG's foes. 
- BG- 
FALCON FOOTNOTES: BG Head Coach 
Moe Ankney and assistant coaches Kurt 
Humes and Bob Wolfe all have Ball State 
ties. Ankney was an assistant coach at 
Ball State from 1971-75. Humes is a Mun- 
cie, IN, native and played and coached 
at Ball State. Wolfe spent two years as 
an assistant coach at Ball State from 
1970-72. . .QB RICH DACKIN moved in- 
to BG's top five in career total offense 
last week with 3,255 yards. The three- 
year starter and 1987 second team All- 
MAC pick has also passed for 3,536 
yards, the third-highest mark in BG 
history. . .SE KEN RANKIN'S return to the 
line-up was marked by three receptions 
for 46 yards. Rankin, a game co-cap- 
tain along with KYLE KRAMER, missed 
the 1987 season with a knee injury. . . 
REGGIE THORNTON went over the 
1,000-yard mark in career pass recep- 
tion yardage last week. A second team 
All-MAC selection in 1987, Thornton has 
69 career receptions for 1,026 yards. 
RON HEARD is sure to join Thornton soon 
in the 1,000-yard club. Heard has 56 
career receptions for 979 yards. . .BG 
punter CRIS SHALE overcame a shaky 
start to post a 40.1-yard average at West 
Virginia. Shale dropped the snap in his 
first punting situation as a Falcon, giving 
the Mountaineers their first score. Later 
in the first guarter, Shale's punt was 
blocked, leading to another WVU score. 
He persevered, however, and wound 
up with seven punts for 281 yards for a 
healthy 40.1-yard average. . .ILB 
CHARLES DOTSON and TE PAT JACKSON, 
both projected starters this season, miss- 
ed the WVU game because of injuries. 
^ 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
3521504 4^%* 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
3521504 
HOURS: 
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY:   11:00 A.M.-2:30 A.M. 
THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY:   11:00 A.M.-3:00 A.M. 
SUNDAY:   NOON-2:30 A.M. 
Sub • Pizza • Salads 
Beer — Wine —  Liquor 
Open For Lunch at 11:00 A.M. Mon.-Sun. 
Myles' Pizza Pub 
516 E. Wooster 
From David Taylor... 
"Select your dealer 
as carefully as you 
choose your car..." 
David Taylor 
President 
TSLQR 
1013 N. Main Street • Bowling Green • 353-8241 • 255-6912 
Northwest Ohio takes off at 
TOLEDO EXPRESS AIRPORT 
tjotiA, co+ute*ue*U co*uvectio*i to- the, iVosda X. 
USAIR 
1-800-428-4322 
TWA 
1-800-221-2000 
PIEDMONT 
1-800-251-5720 
CONTINENTAL EXPRESS 
1-800-525-0280 
UNITED EXPRESS 
1-800-241-6522 
DELTA 
1-800-221-1212 
COMAIR 
1-800-354-9822 
NORTHWEST AIRLINK 
1-800-225-2525 
TOLEDO-LUCAS COUNTY 
PORT AUTHORITY 
>f 
1988 FALCONS 
na ^r\ 
MARTY MATISCIK TONY MCCORVEY DAL MCDONALD MIKE MCGEE BRIAN NARTKER JOE NOTARO KEVIN O'BRIEN 
Freshman - RB Senior • DB Sophomore - LB Senior • RB Freshman - TE Sophomore ■ DL Freshman - LB 
Boardman, OH Toledo, OH Bellefontaine, OH Dayton, OH Tipp City, OH Williamsville, NY Sterling Hts„ M 
Biology Interpersonal 
Communications 
Business Liberal Arts Business Political Science Business 
D.J. OGILVIE KEITH PACE TONY PARNELL TODD POWELL KEN RANKIN MARK ROSS JEFF ROTTINGHAUS 
Freshman - LB Sophomore - LB Freshman - LB Freshman - PK Senior - WR Freshman - DL Freshman - DL 
Boardman, OH Sandusky, OH Kettering, OH Beavercreek, OH Columbus, OH Dayton, OH Stow, OH 
Undeclared Industrial Technology Business Business Interpersonal 
Communications 
Business Business 
VARSITY BG CLUB SAYS 
GO FALCONS! 
ABOUT THE VARSITY BG CLUB 
The Varsity BG Club is an exclusive organization open only to former 
Bowling Green State University varsity letterwinners, who, for a non-tax 
deductible contribution of $10 per year can help operate the club and 
support BGSU athletics at the same time. Almost 500 former Falcon 
letterwinners were Varsity BG Club members last year. Again this year, 
the Varsity BG Club is offering a lifetime membership for $100; no other 
dues will ever be required. Lifetime memberships for those 65 and older 
are only $50. 
The Varsity BG Club undertakes three major projects each year, the 
first of which is the spring Recognition Reception honoring the College 
Coach of the Year, the High School Coach of the Year, and the Special 
Recognition Award Winner. Then in July we will enjoy another Doyt Perry 
Golf Outing at the BGSU Forrest Creason Golf Course. More information 
will be forthcoming. Each fall, the annual Varsity BG Day festivities take 
place in conjunction with a Bowling Green football game. It's a great day 
to return to campus and visit with former classmates and teammates. 
We're looking forward to another big year for the Varsity BG Club and 
Falcon athletics, and all we need from you is your participation. 
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 
All active members of the Varsity BG Club will receive: 
• Membership in an exclusive organization open only to BGSU varsity 
letterwinners. 
• A list of special activities and programs, such as the ones described 
above. 
• Subscription to the quarterly newsletter. 
• Ftersonal satisfaction in contributing to BGSU athletics through your 
continued involvement. 
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VARSITY BG CLUB 
1988-89 Membership Application 
Name    
Street    
City State  
Home Phone (AC)  
Office Phone (AC)  
Occupation  
-Zip 
If Coaching, What Sport? 
Employer  
BGSU Class of No. of Varsity Letters 
Sport at BGSU 
Varsity BG Club Member Last Year?     Yes  No  
Membership dues are $10.00 per year. Or you can 
become a lifetime member for $100 ($50 if you 
are age 65 or older). Make your check payable 
to Varsity BG Club, and mail this form to: 
Sports Information Office 
BGSU Athletic Department 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
1988 FALCONS 
I % m 
JEFF SANDRU DAVE SAUBER PAUL SEELEY CHRIS SHALE TOM SHEHAB BRIAN SHERMAN NICK SIMS 
Senior ■ LB Freshman - WR Freshman - QB Sophomore ■ P Freshman - OL Sophomore ■ OL Freshman ■ OL 
Reynoldsburg, OH Wauseon, OH Alma, Ml Beavercreek, OH Grosse Pointe Woods, Ml Newark, OH Detroit, Ml 
Sport Management Business Business Sport Management Biology/Chemistry Architectural Design Undeclared 
C-^- (j^j 
fciirJll 
ALLEN SMITH ANDRE SMITH ERIC SMITH STEVE SPRAY BILL STRAZINSKY 
Sophomore • WR Sophomore - RB Senior - QB Junior ■ QB Freshman • LB 
Toledo, OH Cleveland, OH Alma, Ml Van Wert, OH Akron, OH 
Business Business Marketing Communications Business 
MARK SZLACHCIC DON TECCO 
Freshman - WR Freshman - LB 
Toledo, OH Cleveland, OH 
Business Marketing 
OUR 26TH YEAR 
Warzy's ,< 
delicatessen and wine shop 
1068 N. MAIN BOWLING GREEN 352-8434 
(Next to State Liquor Store) 
Fancy Foods • Party Trays • Subs • Salads • Cheeses • Chicken Dinners 
MWierm^m 
THEPQUITABLE 
^^™ c: I M A K -i i A i    cEnifirri FINANCIAL SERVICES 
THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES 
318 North Main Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
JAMES P. ZIMMERMAN 
Agent/Registered Representative 
BRYAN D. JACKSON 
Agent 
(419) 352-3462 
LAKEFRONT LINES INC. 
NEW 102" WIDE BUSES 
mmmmm. GMBEB 
=o 
(FORMERLY FAIRWAY CHARTER) 
CHARTER ONE, IT'S FUN. 
TOURS & CHARTERS 
GROUP & INDIVIDUAL 
LOCAL/USA/CANADA 
CLUBS — GROUPS 
SCHOOLS — CHURCHES 
AWARD WINNING DRIVERS 
VCR/TWIN SCREENS 
MODERN 60 COACH FLEET 
385-0260 
3564 MARINE RD. TOLEDO, OHIO 
1988 FALCONS 
RODNEY THOMPSON REGGIE THORNTON DOUG VAN FOSSEN 
Junior - WR Junior - WR Sophomore • LB 
Detroit, Ml Detroit, Ml Centerburg, OH 
Business Construction 
Technology 
Liberal Arts 
,._ .»»v      -,„      .,       -,,„,« u.j BLAKE VERDUN Reggie Thornton (83) and Ron Heard (82) celebrate a touchdown vs.   Freshman WR 
Toledo last season. Flint, MI 
Political Science 
STEVE VICTOR RON VISCOUNTE 
Freshman - OL Junior - RB 
Clinton, OH North Canton, OH 
Business Education 
THAYER CHEVROLET 
1225 N. Main St., Bowling Green 
WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING SERVICES 
• SALES. . .New & Used Cars & Trucks 
• LEASE DEPT.     •   FINANCE DEPT. 
• PARTS DEPT     •  SERVICE DEPT 
•   BODY SHOP 
L^me/iica's 'xJovomle Cans ft (cT/iucfcs 
^BowCing Qwen's 'tJaWilc ^DeaCe/i 
Phone: 353-5751 Toledo: 244-2161 
GO FALCONS! 
visit the 
STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
530 E. WOOSTER ST. PHONE 353-7732 
Open Saturday 9:00-5:00     Weekdays 9:00-5:30 
Home of Bowling Green's 
Largest Selection of 
Imprinted BGSU Soft Goods 
Serving BGSU For Over 30 Years 
1988 FALCONS 
*^8fc     Of. 
SAM WALLACE 
Sophomore - TE 
Toledo, OH 
Sport Management 
BRIAN WALNSCH 
Freshman ■ OL 
Willowick, OH 
Sport Management 
ERIK WHITE 
Freshman - QB 
Massillon, OH 
Communications 
CALVIN WHITFIELD 
Junior - LB 
Detroit, Ml 
Construction 
Technology 
STEVE WILBOURNE 
Freshman ■ OL 
Columbus, OH 
Business 
VERNON WILLIAMS 
Freshman - OL 
Detroit, Ml 
Physical Education 
TERRY WILSON 
Freshman - DB 
Mt. Clemens, U 
Business 
ROBERT WINTERHALTER ROZELL WINTERS RICHARD YOUNG MATT ZELINA JASON ZELLER SHAWN ZIMMERMAN 
Freshman ■ OL Sophomore ■ RB Junior - OL Freshman - RB Junior ■ PK Junior - OL 
Toledo, OH Forest Park, OH Upper Sandusky, OH Wickliffe, OH Spring Valley, OH North Canton, OH 
Business Business Physical Education Undeclared Business Political Science 
u CPenney 
Woodland Mall 
Bowling Green 
WS«* © ■#■ 
c
 1985. J C  Penney Company, In 
For the lowest prices and the highest quality and fastest, 
caring service shop Sue's Optical. BG's largest selection 
of frames. Soft, gas perm, colored and opaque contact 
lenses. We will beat their 2 for 1 or 50% off, item for 
item. 
Sue's Optical 
725 Haskins Rd. (South of Convenient) 
Eye exams by Dr. Rick Cherry, O.D. 
Ph. 353-EYES gg| EH 
Mon.-Fri. 9-6; Sat. 8-12; Eves by appt. 
" -**    »-F 
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Dick Wilson 
PCmwC-BUJCK-GMC 
1099 N. Main 
Ph. 353-5151 
Stop by and see one of our friendly salesmen: 
Rick Wilson, Jim Edgeworth, George Peters, 
Dave Preslan, Greg Gillian 
Bowling Green 
Convention & Visitors Bureau 
163 N. Main St., P.O. Box 31 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419) 353-7945 
WELCOME TO BOWLING GREEN! 
Enjoy our affordable motels and 
restaurants and shop downtown or 
at Woodland Mall. 
BG LOVES VISITORS! 
FALCONS IN THE PROS 
Martin Bayless Dave Preston Doug Smith Phil Villapiano 
More than 45 former Falcons have been drafted by or played for a team in the National Football League, American Foot- 
ball League, World Football League, United States Football League or Canadian Football League. 
Among them have been several players who have made significant contributions to their professional teams. Players such 
as Bernie Casey, a wide receiver with the Los Angeles Rams and San Francisco 49ers in the 1960s; Bob Reynolds, an offensive 
tackle with the St. Louis Cardinals for more than a decade; Jamie Rivers, a linebacker for three pro teams for nine years; 
Bob Schnelker, an offensive end with the New York Giants; Phil Villapiano, an all-pro linebacker with the Oakland Raiders 
and Buffalo Bills; Mike Weger, a Detroit Lions defensive back; and Dave Preston, an all-purpose back with the Denver Broncos. 
Former Falcons currently listed on the rosters of professional teams include defensive back Martin Bayless with the San Diego 
Chargers and center Doug Smith with the Los Angeles Rams. 
A list of former Falcons and their professional football experience follows: 
Dirk Abernathy - Oakland, 1979 
Larry Baker - NY Titans (AFL), 1960 
Gerald Bayless - Cleveland, Atlanta, 1987-88 
Martin Bayless - St. Louis, Buffalo, San Diego, 1984-SA 
Tony Bell - Baltimore, 1973 
Ed Bettridge - Cleveland, 1964 
Bernie Casey - SF, LA, 1961-68 
Chet Chapman - Detroit, 1934 
Jay Cunningham — Boston, 1965-67 
Dave Cranmer — Calgary (CFL), 1969 
Sean Dykes - San Diego, NY Jets, 1986-88 
Mike Estep - NY Jets, 1987-88 
Joe Green - NY Giants, 1970-71 
Jeff Groth — Miami, Houston, New Orleans, 1979-86 
Stan Hunter - NY Giants, NY Jets, 1986-87 
Greg A. Johnson — Detroit, 1988 
Jerry Jones — New Orleans, 1966-68 
Gene Jones — New Orleans, 1976 
Jim Ladd — Chicago Cardinals, 1954-56 
Don Lisbon — San Franciso, 1963-67 
Brian McClure - Buffalo, 1986-88 
Greg Meehan — San Diego, Cincinnati, 1986-SA 
Paul Miles - Memphis (WFL), 1974 
Mark Miller — Cleveland, Green Bay, Kansas City, Oakland 
(NFL), Michigan (USFL), 1978-83  
Tom Moriarty - Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Michigan (USFL), 1977-83 
Mark Nelson — Minnesota, 1987 
Mike Obrovac — Cincinnati, Green Bay, 1981-85 
John Park - British Columbia (CFL), 1981-88 
Rick Perrin - NY Giants, 1969-70 
Shawn Potts — Cleveland (NFL), Pittsburgh, Chicago, Houston 
(USFL), Buffalo, 1983-86 
Dave Preston — New England, Denver, (NFL), Denver (USFL), 
1977-84 
Bob Reynolds —St. Louis, Boston, 1963-75 
Roger Reynolds - NY Giants, 1969-70 
Jamie Rivers — St. Louis, NY Jets, Houston, 1968-76 
Ken Russell - Detroit, 1957-59 
Dan Saleet - Cleveland, 1978 
Tom Saleet - NY Jets, 1978 
Bob Schnelker — Philadelphia, NY Giants, Minnesota, Pitts- 
burg h^l9J52-62  
Doug Smith - Los Angeles, 1978-SA 
Fred Sturt — St. Louis, Washington, New England, New 
Orleans, 1972-82 
Stu Tolle - Cleveland, 1985 
Vince Villanucci - Buffalo, Toronto (CFL), Green Bay, 1986-87 
Phil Villapiano - Oakland, Buffalo, 1971-83 
Roger Wallace — Jacksonville (WFL) 
Mike Weger - Detroit, San Diego, Houston, 1967-78 
Jack Williams - St. Louis (NFL), Ottawa (CFL), 1978-86 
Heath Wingate - Washington, 1967 
Andre Young - Cincinnati, Calgary (CFL), Green Bay, 1983-86 
Gehad Youssef — New England, Miami, 1984-86 
When you're not 
watching live Falcon 
football... 
. . . Wood Cable TV offers you action-packed 
sports and entertainment in your own home. 
Select From: 
• 33 entertaining channels on our basic service 
• The Movie Channel, HBO, PASS, SHOWTIME, 
CINEMAX, and the Disney Channel — entertaining 
premium channels. 
For more information call 352-8424. 
WOO 
YOUR CONNECTION TO THE WORLD 
CONVENIENCE MART/AUTO WASH/VIDEO 
CONVENIENCE MART LOCATIONS 
1091 N. Main 
Bowling Green 
352-2430 
996 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
352-0534 
103 A.W. Trail 
Waterville 
878-8103 
AUTO WASH LOCATIONS 
1000 S. Main       5077 Monroe St.    2319 Laskey Rd. 
Bowling Green Toledo Toledo 
VIDEO STORE LOCATIONS 
1093 N. Main 
Bowling Green 
354-1401 
998 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
353-1972 
"CONVENIENCE AT ITS BEST" 
Bowling Green State University 
^ CreasG/? 
< 
A' Q 
•p 
* 18 Holes * Golf Carts 
* Watered Fairways * Driving Range 
* Pro Shop * Snack Area 
Stocked with BGSCI Crested Items 
Call For Your Tee Time Today! 
372-2674 
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FALCONS' NEST OF COACHES 
Moe Ankney Bill Mallory Don Nehlen Larry Smith Denny Stolz 
Their names are familiar. Together, they dot the nation as football coaches at all levels of the game—high school, college, 
and professional football. 
They belong to the Falcons' Nest of Coaches, an organization createa in 1984 to promote the proud traaition of Bowling 
Green Falcon football. Through the development of student ana graduate-assistant programs at Bowling Green, most of 
these coaches got their start at this Mia-American Conference institution. They've stuaiea and maturea under the coaching 
philosophies of Warren Steller, Doyt Perry, Bob Gibson, Don Nehlen, Denny Stolz and Moe Ankney, to name a few. Toaay, 
they are making a name for themselves and for their respective football programs around the country. Though they may 
be miles apart, they share at least one thing in common, They are members of a fine football coaching fraternity at Bowling 
Green, the Falcons' Nest of Coaches. 
A few of the members are listed below: 
MOE ANKNEY SCOTT DUNCAN LARRY KEHRES BOB REUBLIN DALE STRAHM 
Bowling Green Rose-Hulman Institute Mt. Union Bowling Green Georgia 
CARL BATTERSHELL MEL FOELS RAY KWIATKOWSKI MIKE SCHMITZ ELLIOTT UZELAC 
Detroit Lions Tennessee Findlay Rittman High School Navy 
JERRY BERNDT JACK HARBAUGH BILL MALLORY BO SCHEMBECHLER DWIGHT WALLACE 
Rice Pittsburgh Indiana Michigan West Virginia 
RON BLACKLEDGE JIM HEACOCK MARK MILLER BOB SCHNELKER BOB WOLFE 
Pittsburgh Steelers Illinois State Bowling Green Minnesota Vikings Bowling Green 
JOHN BOLES RUSS HEPNER DON NEHLEN LARRY SMITH MIKE WRIGHT 
Genoa High School GrossePte. South H.S. West Virginia Southern California Kutztown State 
LARRY COOK KEN HOCKMAN RICH PONT DENNY STOLZ JIM YOUNG 
Sandusky High School Harrison High School Yale San Diego State Army 
DOYT PERRY HALL OF FAMEDINN ER - OCT. 29, 1988 
Call 372-2401 For Details 
i 
Doyt Perry To Be Inducted Into 
College Football Hall of Fame 
Doyt Perry 
The year 1988 will be fondly remembered 
by Doyt Perry, the former player, coach and 
administrator at Bowling Green State 
University. 
Last January, he learned that he would be 
a 1988 inductee into the National Football 
Foundation's College Football Hall of Fame. 
In May, he was in Toledo, OH, for his induc- 
tion into the Mid-American Conference Hall 
of Fame. 
This fall, when the Bowling Green Falcons 
host Miami in an October 29 football game 
at Doyt L. Perry Field, the man in whose 
honor the stadium was named will be there 
for a special on-campus presentation by the 
National Football Foundation. 
Then, on December 6, Perry will be in New 
York for the Foundation's Hall of Fame Din- 
ner. Perry will be officially enshrined into the 
College Football Hall of Fame at Kings 
Island, OH, in the spring of 1989. 
Perry's association with BGSU dates back 
almost 60 years when, as a student, he let- 
tered nine times in three sports (football, 
basketball and baseball). The Croton, OH, 
native received his degree in 1932 and then 
began coaching on the high school level 
before becoming an assistant football 
coach at Ohio State University in 1951. 
Perry returned to his alma mater as head 
football coach in 1955. Over the next 10 
years, he led the Falcons to a 77-11-5 record 
for a winning percentage of .855, topped 
only by Knute Rockne and Frank Leahy. His 
teams won five MAC Championships and 
the national college division championship 
in 1959. 
Perry, who retired from coaching in 1964 
to become BGSU's athletic director for six 
years, developed such outstanding 
coaches as Jim Young of Army, Bill Mallory 
of Indiana, Don Nehlen of West Virginia, 
Larry Smith of Southern California, the late 
Dave McClain of Wisconsin and Bowling 
Green's own Moe Ankney. 
Ironically, Perry will enter the College Foot- 
ball Hall of Fame with another Bowling 
Green graduate, the late Jack Mollenkopf 
'31. Mollenkopf coached the Purdue Boiler- 
makers to a record of 84-39-3 in 23 seasons. 
4? 
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State 
Home 
Savings 
Convenient Locations Throughout Northwest Ohio • Ohio Wats 800-282-1074 E5LJC 
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THE MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE 
Bowling Green State University 
became a member of the Mid- 
American Conference in May of 1952. 
That was 36 years ago, and in the in- 
terim, the Falcons have won eight MAC 
football titles, two of those coming in 
1980s (1982 and 1985). 
Entering the 1988 season, the Falcons 
led the MAC with the best league 
record (51-19-1) in the 1980s. In fact, 
Bowling Green has finished either first or 
second in the MAC standings six years 
in a row. 
The MAC consists of nine state- 
supported institutions in the Midwest. 
Located in the states of Ohio, Michigan 
and Indiana, the MAC schools have 
enrollments that range from 14,000 to 
26,000. 
Founded as a five-team conference 
in 1946, the MAC expanded to 10 
schools in the early 1970s. With Northern 
Illinois' withdrawal in 1986, the nine cur- 
rent members are Ball State, Bowling 
Green, Central Michigan, Eastern 
Michigan, Kent State, Miami, Ohio, 
Toledo and Western Michigan. 
A competitive league, balanced pro- 
grams, a commitment to the NCAA Divi- 
sion 1 level, an excellent academic 
reputation and a tradition of athletic 
success are all appropriate descrip- 
tions of the MAC and the institutions 
Troy Dawson celebrates 1985 MAC 
Football Championship. 
which comprise it. 
One of the nine Division 1-A con- 
ferences in the country along with the 
Big West, ACC, Big 8, Big 10, Southwest, 
Southeast, WAC and PAC 10, the MAC 
is as balanced and competitive as any 
other. 
While playing competitive Division 1 
schedules, MAC institutions have main- 
tained their high ethical and academic 
standards. No MAC team has ever 
been put on NCAA probation for rules 
violations, nor has any MAC team ever 
been seriously investigated for rules in- 
fractions. A total of 53 MAC student- 
athletes have earned Academic All- 
American recognition in the last four 
years. Bowling Green has proudly con- 
tributed seven Academic Ail-Americans 
to the MAC's total in the last two years, 
alone. 
In the 42-year history of the con- 
ference, many MAC teams and 
athletes have received national 
recognition. In football, Bowling Green 
was recognized as the national college 
division champion in 1959, and Ohio 
won similar honors in 1960. After the 
MAC joined the list of Division 1 institu- 
tions, Toledo compiled a 35-game win- 
ning streak from 1969-71, and Miami 
beat Florida, Georgia and South 
Carolina in the 1973-74-75 Tangerine 
Bowls. This year, the MAC enters its 
eighth year of an agreement that 
matches the MAC Champion against 
the champion of the Big West (formerly 
known as the PCAA) in the California 
Bowl. 
The MAC currently sponsors 18 cham- 
pionships. In men's sports, the MAC has 
championships in football, cross coun- 
try, basketball, swimming and diving, 
wrestling, baseball, tennis, golf and out- 
door track and field. The nine MAC 
women's championships are volleyball, 
cross country, field hockey, basketball, 
swimming and diving, gymnastics, soft- 
ball, tennis and outdoor track and field. 
Buckeye 
Budget 
Motor 
Inn 
"Sleeps them all, and the cost is small." 
Ihd 
7 740 East Wooster Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Telephone (419) 352-1520 
RATES: $4.00 extra per person* except special events 
$29 95 Single* *Group rates available. 
$34.95 Double* 
FREE HBO, ESPN, & SATELLITE TV in all rooms! 
RESTAURANT — BOB EVANS adjacent to Motel 
open for breakfast, lunch & dinner. 
LOUNGE — "Jeffrey's at the Inn" located in Motel. 
Heated Pool, Game Room, Golf Course Nearby. 
Efficiency Units Available for short & long term rentals. 
Efficiencies include: stove, refrigerator, phone & cable TV. 
— WEEKLY, MONTHLY RATES AVAILABLE 
— LAUNDRY facilities at Motel 
AAA & MOBILE GUIDE APPROVED 
AMERICAN EXPRESS  •  MASTERCARD  •  VISA  •   DINERS CLUB 
ALL-TIME MAC FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
School (1st yr. in MAC) Yrs. 
Central Michigan (1975) 13 
Miami (1948)  40 
Bowling Green (1952) . . 36 
Ball State (1975)  13 
Ohio (1947)  41 
Toledo (1952)  36 
Western Michigan (1948) 40 
Kent (1951)  37 
Eastern Michigan (1976) 12 
'Includes co-championships 
1980-87 MAC FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
Won Lost Tied Pet. Titles* 
76 28 5 .720 2 
161 63 6 .713 13 
145 80 8 ,639 8 
53 46 0 .535 2 
125 133 7 .485 5 
108 128 4 458 6 
106 145 8 425 1 
93 144 4 .394 1 
25 69 4 .276 1 
School Won    Lost    Tied    Pet. Titles 
Bowling Green 51 
Central Michigan  45 
Miami    39 
Toledo  41 
Western Michigan    33 
Ball State  28 
Ohio  24 
Kent  22 
Eastern Michigan  18 
19 1 .725 2 
20 3 .684 1 
23 2 .625 1 
27 2 .600 2 
33 1 .500 0 
38 0 .424 0 
45 0 .348 0 
47 0 .319 0 
48 3 .283 1 
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MAC FOOTBALL PREVIEW 
Picking MAC Favorite Is Anybody's Guess 
by ALLAN CHAMBERUN 
MAC Assistant Commissioner 
All nine Mid-American Conference 
teams return at least 34 lettermen, and 
eight of the nine have between 12 and 
16 starters back. With that in mind, 
who's the favorite in the MAC in 1988? 
The league has produced seven dif- 
ferent champions In the last 10 years. 
Defending MAC Champion Eastern 
Michigan must replace ten starters and 
1986 Champion Miami has just seven 
starters back, but the other seven MAC 
teams average 14 returning starters. 
A brief look at Bowling Green's rivals 
In the MAC follows In alphabetical 
order: 
Ball State was inconsistent last year, 
finishing 4-7. But when the Cardinals 
were good, they were very good: they 
led Wisconsin In the fourth quarter; they 
beat second place Kent; and they 
gave Eastern Michigan a real scare on 
the road. Coach Paul Schudel must 
replace five offensive starters and hope 
the defense returns to Its MAC-leadlng 
1986 form. Seven starters return on 
defense Including MAC Defensive 
Player of the Year Greg Garnica, his LB 
mate Tim Walton, and two starters in the 
secondary. MAC Freshman of the Year 
Bernle Parmalee will run behind a line 
headed by center Ted Ashburn and 
guard Brian Outlaw. 
Central Michigan has not had a los- 
ing season in 24 years, but the Chip- 
pewas are not pleased with back-to- 
back .500 records. Coach Herb 
DerOmedl enters his 11th season with a 
74-30-4 record. CMU was the only MAC 
team to beat Eastern Michigan last 
year, but the Chlppewas lost four MAC 
games by 10 points or less. Seven 
starters return on offense and six on 
defense. All-MAC John Hood leads a 
stable of talented running backs. WR 
Eric Reed is a good one. The defensive 
perimeter has some question marks, but 
quality returns with middle guard Scott 
Alferink, inside linebacker George 
Ricumstrlct and safety Durand 
Robertson. 
Eastern Michigan is coming off its 
finest football season ever. The Hurons 
were 10-2, won their first MAC title and 
beat San Jose in the California Bowl. 
Among the ten starters who coach Jim 
Harkema must replace are quarter- 
back Ron Adams and tailback Gary 
Patton, who finished two-three in the 
1987 MAC Offensive Player of the Year 
balloting. Center Jim Colosimo anchors 
MAC NEWS MEDIA POLL 
PI Team (1st pi. votes)           Pts. 
1. Kent (34)                                640 
2. E. Michigan (8)                      545 
3. B6SU(11)                               512 
4. W. Michigan (7)                   452 
C. Michigan (2)                    452 
6. Toledo (6)                             402 
7. Ball State (2)                          388 
8. Miami (0)                              234 
9. Ohio Univ. (1)                        209 
NATIONAL CONCENSUS 
PI. Team (1st pi. votes)           Pts. 
1. Kent (7)                                71 
2. B6SU                                     52 
3. Eastern Michigan                49 
4. W. Michigan (1)                  44.5 
C. Michigan                         44.5 
6. Ball State                             38 
7. Toledo                                 31 
8. Miami                                  20 
9. Ohio Univ.                            10 
the offensive line, the receiving corps 
returns intact and tailback Bob Foster 
could be ready to blossom into a star. 
Defensively, the front four is gone, but 
six of the other seven starters return. 
Keith Bertram and Scott Wyka man the 
inside linebacker posts and the second- 
ary is led by senior Tom Menard and All- 
MAC Charles Gordon. 
Kent has tied for second in the MAC 
two years in a row. New coach Dick 
Crum hopes the return of 38 lettermen, 
13 of them starters, boosts the Flashes 
up a notch. Tailback Eric Wilkerson, the 
MAC MVP and Offensive Player of the 
Year, led the nation in all-purpose yard- 
age last year. Quarterback Patrick 
Young, the 1986 MAC Freshman of the 
Year, returns after missing all but 20 
minutes of last year with a dislocated 
hip. All-MAC center Chip Curtis is one 
of four returning starters in the offensive 
line. On defense, the secondary returns 
intact. 
Miami has finished second, first and 
tied for second in the MAC the last three 
years. However, Coach Tim Rose has 
just seven starters back from last year's 
team that was 5-6 overall and 5-3 in the 
MAC. On offense, guard Chris Trainor 
and split end John Stofa are the only 
returning starters. The biggest concerns 
are finding a quarterback and running 
backs from an inexperienced group of 
candidates. Defensively, the picture is 
brighter with five starters returning: 
tackles Bob Getz and Mark Cristell, out- 
side linebacker Jerry Prochko and 
backs Jim Harnett and Scott Barnett. 
The linebacking corps must be 
replenished. All-MAC punter Chuck 
Konrad returns. 
Ohio appeared ready to turn the cor- 
ner early last year, but was unable to 
reverse its losing ways. Coach Cleve 
Bryant has 40 lettermen, including 16 
starters, back as the Bobcats strive to 
improve after back-to-back 1-10, 0-8 
seasons. Among the nine offensive 
starters returning are sophomore 
quarterback Anthony Thornton and a 
talented receiving corps. Whoever 
takes over for John Caldwell at tailback 
will be running behind a veteran offen- 
sive line headed by tackle Ron Rogers 
and center Brian Faut. Four starters are 
gone from the Bobcat defense, but a 
lot of young players gained experience 
last year. 
Toledo slipped to 3-7-1 overall and 
3-4-1 in the MAC last year after finishing 
strong in 1986 and being tabbed as 
one of the 1987 favorites. Coach Dan 
Simrell returns virtually everyone on of- 
fense. The key will be consistency at 
quarterback and tailback. Mark Melfi 
and Steve Keene both saw a lot of 
quarterback action last year, while 
David Rohrs, Allen Smiley and Neil Trot- 
ter all had 100 yard rushing games from 
the tailback spot. A large and ex- 
perienced offensive line headed by 
tackle Ken Moyer, center George 
Linberger and guard twins Todd and 
Tim Olsen is the offensive strength. Five 
defensive starters are gone, but the 
secondary looks strong with the return 
of Jon Bowsher and Dewayne Fletcher. 
Western Michigan made great 
strides under first year Coach Al Molde 
in 1987 and could move higher this fall. 
Sixteen starters are among the 40 let- 
termen back from last year's team that 
was 5-6 overall and 4-4 in the MAC. The 
deep, fast and talented receiving 
corps is headed by track All-America 
Jamie Hence and brothers Allan and 
Bruce Boyko. The middle of the offen- 
sive line must be rebuilt, but fifth year 
giants Kevin Haverdink (6'7", 275) and 
Gary VanderWeele (6'6", 272) are 
back. Among the eight returning 
starters on defense are All-MAC end 
Joel Smeenge and All-MAC linebacker 
Eric Hoffman. 
THE FALCON CLUB 
,|.      AV-.F   H\B 
■mm 
A Falcon Club charter arrives in Fresno, CA, for the 1985 
California Bowl. 
SOCIAL: 
*Pre- and Post-Game Parties and 
Luncheons 
* Greens Fees for BGSU Golf Course 
•Preferred Parking for Football, Basket- 
ball & Hockey Games 
•Ticket Priority 
•Season Tickets 
INFORMATIONAL: 
•Calendar of Events 
•Falcon Club Newsletter 
•Sports Brochures 
RECOGNITION: 
•Membership Certificate 
•Recognition in Athletic Department 
and Falcon Club Publications 
G r     THE FALCON CLUB I       NEEDS YOU! 
To All Falcon Fans: 
You are the key to success for our Falcon teams! The 
BGSU Athletic Department depends on the Falcon 
CluP to raise more than $242,000 in 1988. This money 
will help fund athletic grants-in-aid, assist in the 
recruiting of prospective student-athletes, and provide 
funding for athletic facilities Pudgets. 
MemPers of the Falcon Club are alumni, parents, 
friends and fans who provide financial support, 
volunteer hours and advisory expertise to the BGSU 
athletic program and share in the many benefits the 
Falcon Club has to offer. 
The Falcon Club has ambitious goals for 1988 and 
is eager to involve YOU in our activities. The need to 
support our program is at an all time high. Your finan- 
cial contribution and BGSU's athletic program are a 
winning combination. 
We are very proud that Bowling Green's athletic pro- 
gram, both men and women, is recognized as one of 
the best in the country. All of our 19 teams are highly 
competitive and very representative. Falcon Club 
membership offers you the opportunity to support 
these teams. Falcon Club donations have greatly aid- 
ed our program, and to continue that winning tradi- 
tion throughout the 1988-89 campaign will reguire 
another supreme Falcon Club effort. 
I look forward to having you join the Falcon Club in 
1988! 
Sincerely, 
'(Certain benefits dependent on level of contribution) 
Ohio Governor Richard Celeste chats with Falcon Clubbers 
at pre-game tent party. 
Charles F. Nagle 
Assistant Athletic Director/Development 
I am interested in learning more about the Falcon Club 
and its activities. 
Name   
Address 
City   
Phone 
State. 
- Zip. 
Clip and mail to: The Falcon Club, Athletic Dept. 
BGSU, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
or call (419) 372-7100 
4? 
No. 
62 
28 
71 
91 
37 
26 
14 
86 
90 
31 
63 
50 
39 
11 
34 
32 
76 
38 
18 
77 
47 
68 
81 
15 
83 
20 
78 
82 
80 
70 
23 
52 
35 
4 
95 
22 
94 
74 
21 
60 
54 
87 
58 
96 
41 
27 
43 
5 
BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
Name ('-Letters)       Pos. Ht. Wt. CI./EI. 
Tom Addie*  OL 6-3 260 Sr./Jr. 
Deon Allen LB 6-1 220 Jr./So. 
Harold Arrowsmith . . OT 6-3 250 Jr./So. 
Jerry Beattie DL 6-3 220 Fr. 
Scott Beckley***   . . .LS/DB 6-2 200 Sr. 
Chris Beier FB 5-10 205 Fr. 
Dave Bielinski DB 6-4 195 Fr. 
Mark Bongers** P/WR 6-0 180 Sr. 
Marc Bratton DB 5-10 185 So. 
Rob Brumer DL 6-3 245 Jr./So. 
Ken Burress DB 6-0 155 Fr. 
Eric  Carpenter OL 6-2 245 Fr. 
Derrick Carr"   DL 6-5 255 Sr./Jr. 
Duane Crenshaw* . .LB 6-2 230 Jr./So. 
Mike Cunningham . .DB 6-3 180 Fr. 
Todd Currence LB 6-2 210 So./Fr. 
RichDackin**   QB 6-2 195 Jr. 
Shawn Daniels*  . . . .RB 5-11 235 Sr. 
Charles Dotson* ... .LB 6-0 200 Jr./So. 
Pat Dutson OL 6-7 250 Fr. 
Toy Eason* LB 6-4 220 Jr./So. 
Charles Edgerton** .RB 5-10 200 Sr./Jr. 
J.P. Emond LB 6-1 205 Fr. 
NickEppert QB 6-2 180 Fr. 
Eric Fitzpatrick DL 6-2 358 Jr./So. 
Norris Freeman DB 5-9 175 So./Fr. 
Mark Freidly LB 6-4 190 Fr. 
Greg Glassco* OL 5-11 245 Sr, 
Anton Goff DB 5-11 180 Jr./So. 
Pat Gucciardo QB 6-2 150 So./Fr. 
David Hankins  WR 6-2 190 Fr. 
DeWayne Harris .... DB 5-10 210 So./Fr. 
David Haynes**. .. .OL 6-3 250 Sr. 
Ronald Heard** FL 5-10 175 Sr./Jr. 
Chris Henwood LS 6-1 210 Fr. 
KyleHockman*   . . . ,TE 6-3 216 Sr./Jr. 
Brian Hogarth OL 6-3 225 So./Fr. 
Mike Holmes** DB 6-0 180 Jr. 
Billy Horn* OL 6-6 260 Jr./So. 
Jim Howell RB 6-1 220 Jr./So. 
Michael Jackson* *  .DB 6-4 205 Sr. 
Pat Jackson*   TE 6-3 225 So. 
Dave Jacobs DB 6-0 180 So./Fr. 
Dave Kinzie* DL 6-4 240 Sr./Jr. 
Pete Kowalski OL 6-5 260 Fr. 
Kyle Kramer* * *   ....DB 6-3 185 Sr. 
Matt Kregel OL 6-3 255 So./Fr. 
Brian Laird  DL 6-4 240 So./Fr. 
Ray Lambert LB 6-4 250 Fr. 
Larry Lambright* *   ..LB 6-3 230 Sr./Jr. 
Brett Landman TE 6-4 225 So./Fr. 
Tony Lee RB 6-0 205 Fr. 
Scott Lindsey RB 6-1 200 So./Fr. 
Andy Mains LB 6-2 210 So./Fr. 
Artie Mangham ... .RB 6-3 210 Fr. 
(Continued on page 33) 
Hometown (High School) 
Akron, OH (Hoban) 
Lima, OH (Perry) 
Painesville, OH (Lake Cath.) 
Sterling Hts„ Ml 
Bellevue, OH 
Toledo, OH (St. John's) 
North Royalton, OH (Trinity) 
Westlake, OH 
Lima, OH (Senior) 
Grosse Pointe, Ml (North) 
Middletown, OH 
Miamisburg, OH 
Detroit, Ml (MacKenzie) 
Massillon, OH (Washington) 
Dayton, OH (Dunbar) 
Canton, OH (Central Cath.) 
Cairo, OH (Lima Bath) 
St. Laurent, Que. (Snow J.C) 
Toledo, OH (Waite) 
Cincinnati, OH (Sycamore) 
Mt. Morris, Ml (Beecher) 
Columbus, OH (Northland) 
Cleveland, OH 
Bristol, IN (Elkhart Central) 
Chagrin Falls, OH 
Reynoldsburg, OH 
Massillon, OH (Washington) 
N. Olmsted, OH (St. Edward's) 
Richmond, VA (E. Allegheny) 
Toledo, OH (Whitmer) 
Mogadore, OH (Archbishop Hoban) 
Flint, Ml (Beecher) 
Columbus, OH (Eastmoor) 
Detroit, Ml (Cody) 
Lancaster, OH 
Harrison, OH 
Kettering, OH (Fairmont) 
Alliance, OH 
Sandusky, OH 
Perrysburg, OH 
Detroit, Ml (Murray Wright) 
Van Wert, OH 
Cleveland, OH (St. Edward's) 
Mississauga, ONT. (Lome Park) 
Toledo, OH (Central Cath.) 
Kettering, OH (Fairmont) 
Toledo, OH (Central Cath.) 
Fremont, OH (Ross) 
Grafton, OH (Midview) 
Barberton, OH (Norton) 
Wooster, OH (Triway) 
Wooster, OH 
Columbus, OH (Northland) 
Findlay, OH 
Holly, Ml 
THE 
WINNING 
TEAM WITH 
THE ALL- 
STAR LINE- 
UP! 
Come out to DISHOP FORD 
YUGO NISSAN and see the 
winning team for a winning 
deal on a new Ford, Yugo 
or Nissan. 
"From The Dealer 
Outstanding In 
His Field" ' 
^m '.SJSifitf 
DISHOP 
FORD YUGO NISSAN 
Rt. 25  BOWLING GREEN 
Phone: BG 353-5287 
TOLEDO  246-9592 
«•? 
Future Schedules 
1989 
Sept. 9 
Sept. 16 
Sept. 23 
Sept. 30 
Oct. 7 
Oct. 14 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 28 
Nov. 4 
Nov. 11 
Nov. 18 
1990 
at East Carolina 
BALL STATE 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
AKRON 
at Ohio University 
TOLEDO 
at Eastern Michigan 
at Miami 
KENT STATE 
at Western Michigan 
at Tulsa 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 29 
Oct. 6 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
27 
3 
10 
at Cincinnati 
at Virginia Tech 
TULSA 
at Central Michigan 
at Ball State 
OHIO UNIVERSITY 
at Toledo 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 
MIAMI 
at Kent State 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
1991 
Sept.      7 
Sept.   21 
Sept.   28 
Oct. 
Oct. 
5 
12 
Oct.     19 
Oct.     26 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov.     16 
Nov.    23 
1992 
at West Virginia 
CINCINNATI 
at Navy 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
at Ohio University 
TOLEDO 
at Western Michigan 
at Miami 
KENT 
at Ball State 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 
t? 
Sept. 12 at Oregon 
Sept. 19 at Wisconsin 
Sept. 26 EAST CAROLINA 
Oct. 3 at Central Michigan 
Oct. 10 OHIO 
Oct. 17 at Toledo 
Oct. 24 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Oct. 31 MIAMI 
Nov. 7 at Kent 
Nov. 14 BALL STATE 
Nov. 21 at Eastern Michigan 
Schedules subject to change 
BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
(Continued from page 32) 
No. Name ('-Letters)       Pos. Ht. Wt. CI./EI. Hometown (High School) 
30 Lamar Matthews  ...DB 6-0 170 Fr. Inkster, Ml (St. Martin DePorres) 
44 Marty Matiscik RB 5-10 200 So./Fr. Boardman, OH 
16 Tony McCorvey,••       .DB 5-10 170 Sr. Toledo, OH (St. Francis) 
93 Dal McDonald* LB 6-0 225 So. Bellefontaine, OH 
36 MikeMcGee*** TB 6-1 230 Sr. Dayton, OH (Belmont) 
Brian Nartker TE 6-5 220 Fr. Tipp City, OH (Bethel) 
99 Joe Notaro DL 6-0 220 Jr./So. Williamsville, NY 
48 Kevin O'Brien  LB 6-4 220 Fr. Sterling Hts., Ml 
42 D.J. Ogilvie LB 6-3 220 So./Fr. Boardman, OH 
45 Keith Pace  LB 6-2 200 Jr./So. Sandusky, OH 
49 Tony Parnell LB 6-3 190 Fr. fettering, OH (Archbishop Alter) 
2 Todd Powell PK 6-0 180 So./Fr. Beavercreek, OH 
24 KenRankin*** WR 6-0 160 Sr. Columbus, OH (Beechcroft) 
64 Mark Ross DL 6-2 245 So./Fr. Dayton, OH (Alter) 
97 Jeff Rottinghaus DL 6-2 240 Fr. Stow, OH (Walsh Jesuit) 
10 Jeff Sandru* LB 6-4 235 Sr. Reynoldsburg, OH (Martins Ferry) 
Dave   Sauber WR 6-3 185 Fr. Wauseon, OH 
13 Paul Seeley QB 6-3 185 Fr. Alma, Ml 
8 Cris Shale P 6-0 185 Jr./So. Beavercreek, OH 
75 Tom Shehab OL 6-4 255 So./Fr. Grosse Pointe, Ml (North) 
57 Brian Sherman OL 6-1 250 Jr./So. Newark, OH 
66 Nick Sims OL 6-3 250 So./Fr. Detroit, Ml (Cass Tech) 
17 Allen Smith WR 5-9 150 Jr./So. Toledo, OH (DeVilbiss) 
33 Andre Smith*  RB 5-10 195 Jr./So. Cleveland, OH (St. Joseph) 
19 EricSmith**   QB 6-3 210 Sr. Alma, Ml 
9 Steve Spray QB 6-1 180 Sr./Jr. Van Wert, OH 
59 Bill Strazinsky LB 6-2 220 Fr. Akron, OH (Walsh Jesuit) 
84 Mark Szlachcic WR 6-5 185 Fr. Toledo, OH (Whitmer) 
89 Don Tecco LB 6-3 215 So./Fr. Cleveland, OH (Holy Name) 
12 Rodney Thompson* .DB 6-2 190 Jr./So. Detroit, Ml (Cooley) 
3 Reggie Thornton* *. .WR 5-11 175 Sr./Jr. Detroit, Ml (MacKenzie) 
53 Doug Van Fossen* . .LB 6-3 200 Jr./So. Centerburg, OH 
85 Blake Verdun WR 5-9 150 Fr. Flint, Ml (Southwestern) 
Steve Victor  OL 6-0 215 Fr. Clinton, OH (Akron St. Vincent) 
40 Ron Viscounte**   ...RB 5-11 220 Sr./Jr. North Canton, OH (Lake) 
Sam Wallace TE 6-3 210 So. Toledo, OH (Woodward) 
55 Brian Walnsch OL 6-3 250 So./Fr. Willowick, OH (St. Joseph) 
7 Erik White QB 6-5 190 Fr. Massillon, OH (Washington) 
56 Calvin Whitfield LB 6-3 225 Sr./Jr. Detroit, Ml (Chadsey) 
92 Stephen Wilbourne  . DL 6-4 235 Fr. Columbus, OH (Upper Arlington) 
69 Vernon Williams ... .OL 6-4 232 Fr. Detroit, Ml (Mumford) 
1 Terry Wilson DB 6-2 195 So./Fr. Mt. Clemens, Ml (Clintondale) 
79 Robert Winterhalter . OL 6-4 225 Fr. Toledo, OH (Central Cath.) 
25 Rozell Winters RB 5-10 215 Jr./So. Forest Park, OH 
72 Richard Young OL 6-3 270 Jr. Upper Sandusky. OH (DuPage JC) 
46 Matt Zelina FB 6-3 225 So./Fr. Wickliffe, OH 
6 Jason Zeller**   PK 5-9 185 Sr./Jr. Spring Valley, OH (Centerville) 
61 Shawn Zimmerman*  OL 6-3 245 Sr./Jr. North Canton, OH (Hoover) 
4J 
p& 
THG CHOKE OF A N 
BOWLING GREEN 
OFFENSE 
3 Reggie Thornton SE 
71 Harold Arrowsmith ST 
78 David Haynes SG 
57 Brian Sherman C 
62 Tom Addle TG 
52 Billy Horn TT 
80 Kyle Hockman TE 
82 Ron Heard FL 
11 Rich Dackln QB 
34 Shawn Daniels FB 
36 Mike McGee TB 
1 Terry Wilson   DB 
2 Todd Powell PK 
3 Reggie Thornton . . . WR 
4 Michael Jackson . .. DB 
5 Artie Mangham ....RB 
6 Jason Zeller PK 
7 Erik White QB 
8 Crls Shale P 
9 Steve Spray QB 
10 Jeff Sandru LB 
11 Rich Dackln    QB 
12 Rodney Thompson . .DB 
13 Paul Seeley QB 
14 Mark Bongers .... P/WR 
15 Pat Gucclardo QB 
16 Tony McCorvey . . . . DB 
17 Allen Smith WR 
18 NIckEppert QB 
19 Eric Smith QB 
20 DeWayne Harris . . . . DB 
21 Kyle Kramer DB 
22 Dave Jacobs DB 
23 Mike Holmes DB 
24 Ken Rankln  WR 
25 Rozell Winters RB 
26 Dave Blelinskl DB 
27 Scott Llndsey RB 
28 Deon Allen  LB 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
DEFENSE 
53 Doug Van Fossen OLB 
94 Dave Kinzie DT 
50 Duane Crenshaw NG 
63 Derrick Carr DG 
88 Toy Eason OLB 
93 Dal McDonald ILB 
58 Larry Lambright ILB 
16 Tony McCorvey CB 
1 Terry Wilson SS 
21 Kyle Kramer FS 
23 Mike Holmes CB 
30 Lamar Mathews . . . . DB 59 
31 Ken Burress DB 60 
32 Charles Dotson LB 61 
33 Andre Smith  RB 62 
34 Shawn Daniels RB 63 
35 Jim Howell RB 64 
36 Mike McGee TB 66 
37 Scott Beckley LS/DB 68 
38 Charles Edgerton . . . RB 69 
39 Todd Currence LB 70 
40 Ron Viscounte   RB 71 
Tony Lee RB 72 
D.J. Ogilvie LB 74 
Andy Mains LB 75 
Marty Matiscik  RB 76 
Keith Pace LB 77 
Matt Zelina FB 78 
Mark Freidly  LB 79 
Kevin O'Brien LB 80 
49 Tony Parnell LB 
50 Duane Crenshaw ... LB 
Billy Horn OL 
Doug Van Fossen ... LB 
Brian Laird   DL 
Brian Walnsch  OL 
Calvin Whitfield LB 
Brian Sherman OL 
Larry Lambright LB 
Bill Strazinsky LB 
Matt Kregel  OL 
Shawn Zimmerman .OL 
Tom Addie OL 
Derrick Carr DL 
Mark Ross DL 
Nick Sims  OL 
Greg Glassco OL 
Vernon Williams . . . .OL 
Brian Hogarth OL 
Harold Arrowsmith . . OT 
Richard Young OL 
Pete Kowalski OL 
Tom Shehab OL 
Pat Dutson OL 
Eric Fitzpatrick DL 
David Haynes OL 
Robert Winterhalter . OL 
Kyle Hockman TE 
81 Anton Goff DB 
82 Ronald Heard FL 
83 David Hankins WR 
84 Mark Szlachcic . . . .WR 
85 Blake Verdun   WR 
86 Marc Bratton  DB 
87 Ray Lambert LB 
88 Toy Eason  LB 
89 Don Tecco LB 
90 Rob Brumer DL 
91 Jerry Beattie DL 
92 Stephen Wilbourne. . DL 
93 Dal McDonald   LB 
94 Dave Kinzie DL 
95 Pat Jackson TE 
96 Brett Landman TE 
97 Jeff Rottinghaus . . . . DL 
98 Joe Notaro DL 
Fala 
PEPSI 
SCOREBOARD 
1st. Qtr. 2nd 
Cardinals 
i 
Falcons 1 
w 
Encroachment 
Unsportsmanlike 
Conduct; Illegal 
Participation 
Illegal Pass Fair Catch       | 
Interference 
MEW GENERATION TM 
BALL STATE 
wO 
cons 
7 
68 
53 
50 
67 
77 
80 
13 
35 
39 
19 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
12 
13 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
OFFENSE 
Herb Jackson SE 
Jason Whitlock QT 
Todd Wright QG 
Ted Ashburn C 
Brian Outlaw TG 
Andy Engeman TT 
Eugene Riley TE 
David Riley QB 
Brennan Baker FB 
Bernie Parmalee TB 
Sean Jones FL 
Todd Finnell CB 
Tyree Harris SE 
Jeff Hammond  FL 
David Haugh  S 
Charles Kelly CB 
Herb Jackson SE 
Kenny Stucker K 
Scott Hammersley . . QB 
Mike Harrison . . . .QB/P 
Keith Hackett CB 
David Riley QB 
Shannon Griffith . . . . QB 
Frank Wilson   S/K 
Donnie Mullens P 
Sean Jones FL 
Mark Stevens TB 
21 Walter Sullivan DB 
25 Tod Langenderfer... LB 
26 Mike Crews S 
27 Leo Porter DB 
29 Tod Decker SE 
31 Tom Barbee  FB 
33 Randy Benefield . . . . FB 
34 Adam Wilson TB 
35 Brennen Baker  FB 
37 Bryan Carpenter  . . . DE 
39 Bernie Parmalee . . . .TB 
40 Derrick Westfield  . . . DE 
43 Pat Stoltz CB 
46 Toby Beegle DE 
47 Andre Barnett S 
49 Jess Neal CB 
DEFENSE 
51 Greg Shackelford LE 
75 Steve Paris LT 
90 Mose Carter NG 
95 Dave Malinski RT 
40 Derrick Westfield RE 
57 Tim Walton SLB 
54 Greg Garnica WLB 
1 Todd Finnell LCB 
49 Jess Neal RCB 
47 Andre Barnett SS 
26 Mike Crews FS 
50 Ted Ashburn C 
51 Greg Shackelford   ..DE 
52 Paul Fowler LB 
53 Todd Wright OG 
54 Greg Garnica LB 
55 Mic Roessler OG 
56 Shawon Respress . . . DE 
57 Tim Walton   LB 
60 Scott Johnson C 
64 Ryan Timmerman. . . .C 
65 Rod Christner OG 
67 Brian Outlaw OG 
68 Jason Whitlock OT 
70 Dewane Brawner . . . OT 
73 Rick Burgard OT 
75 Steve Paris DT 
76 Mark Wesson  OG 
77 Andy Engeman . . . . OT 
78 Ralph Wize. .... .DT/DE 
80 Eugene Riley TE 
82 Scott Jones TE 
85 Frank Barnes TE 
89 Steve Jordan LB 
90 Mose Carter NG 
91 John Banks NG 
95 Dave Malinski DT 
96 Denny Thompson . . . DT 
97 Bob Bex DT 
98 Henry Hall DE 
99 Casswell Dawson . . . DE 
2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr. Final 
i 
4 
Ball Dead; If Hand 
is Moved from Side 
Personal Foul    Holding or  to Side: Touchback;   Safety 
Obstructing        Fourth Down 
Closed Fist 
Start the Clock     Ball Ready for Ploy c
 .    Touchdown or Equ.ument        fic|d GOQ| 
Crowd 
Pleasers! 
Champion Football Uniforms excite the 
fans as much as they do the teams! 
Dynamic colors, stripes, and trim com- 
binations accent one of the largest assort- 
ments of uniforms available today. 
They create the kind of player and fan 
enthusiasm that builds winning teams. 
Your Champion Sales Representative will 
delight you with his direct-from-the- 
factory prices on our complete line of 
custom and stock game and practice 
uniforms. An impressive variety of 
accessories including jackets, warm-ups, 
and game hose are also available. 
Look for the "C" on our products. It's the 
mark of a Champion. 
Mike Doyle 
7632 Fir Drive 
Temperance, Ml 48182 
313-847-1403 
Tom Stillwagon 
258 Chris Drive 
Inglewood, OH 45322 
513-836-9404 
Champion Products Inc. 
Customer Service 
P.O. Box 87 
Perry, NY 14530 
716-237-6111 
•sfeBtfrfefl*5*-' 
It takes a little more to make a Champion'" 
1988 Schedules of BGSU 
Opponents at Perry Field 
Ball State 
Sept. 3 TOLEDO                           W13-3 
Sept. 10 at Bowling Green 
Sept. 17 MASSACHUSETTS 
Oct. 1 MIAMI 
Oct. 8 at Kent 
Oct. 15 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
Oct. 22 at Central Michigan 
Oct. 29 at Northern Illinois 
Nov. 5 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Nov. 12 at Ohio 
Nov. 19 vs. Indiana State 
(Indianapolis) 
Ohio University 
Sept. 10 at Marshall 
Sept. 17 at Purdue 
Sept. 24 at Nevada—Las Vegas 
Oct. 1 TOLEDO 
Oct. 8 at Bowling Green 
Oct. 15 MIAMI 
Oct. 22 at Kent 
Oct. 29 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
Nov. 5 at Central Michigan 
Nov. 12 BALL STATE 
Nov. 19 at Western Michigan 
Youngstown State 
Sept. 3 at Kent                            L 3-34 
Sept. 10 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
Sept. 24 at Eastern Illinois 
Oct. 1 AKRON 
Oct. 8 at Northeastern 
Oct. 15 TOWSON STATE 
Oct. 22 at Bowling Green 
Oct. 29 at LiPerty 
Nov. 5 INDIANA STATE 
Nov. 12 SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
Nov. 19 MARSHALL 
Miami 
Sept. 3 at Eastern Michigan     L 17-24 
Sept. 10 at Oklahoma State 
Sept. 17 at Minnesota 
Sept. 24 CINCINNATI 
Oct. 1 at Ball State 
Oct. 8 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Oct. 15 at Ohio 
Oct. 22 TOLEDO 
Oct. 29 at Bowling Green 
Nov. 12 KENT 
Nov. 19 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Eastern Michigan 
Sept. 3 MIAMI                            W 24-17 
Sept. 10 at Youngstown State 
Sept. 17 KENT 
Sept. 24 at Arizona 
Oct. 8 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Oct. 15 at Ball State 
Oct. 22 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Oct. 29 at Ohio 
Nov. 5 TOLEDO 
Nov. 12 at Bowling Green 
Schedules subject to change 
BALL STATE CARDINALS 
No. Name ('-Letters) Pos. Ht. Wt. CI./EI. Hometown (High School) 
50 Ted Ashburn** . . . .C 6-2 255 Sr./Jr. Kokomo, IN 
35 Brennen Baker* * * ,FB 6-0 230 Sr. Muncie, IN 
91 John Banks  .NG 6-0 285 So./Fr. Fort Wayne, IN 
31 Tom Barbee  .FB 6-1 205 Jr./So. Crawfordsville, IN 
85 Frank Barnes  ,TE 6-4 225 Jr./So. Bolingbrook, IL 
47 Andre Barnett* * . . .S 6-2 210 Jr. New Albany, IN 
46 Toby Beegle* .... .DE 6-4 190 So. Worthington, OH 
33 Randy Benetield . . .FB 6-1 215 So. Newburgh, IN 
97 Bob Bex  .DT 6-1 250 So./Fr. Muncie, IN 
70 Dewane Brawner* .OT 6-4 299 Jr. Indianapolis, IN 
73 Rick Burgard  .OT 6-6 265 Jr./So. Highland, IN 
37 Bryan Carpenter. . .DE 6-3 220 Jr./So. Fort Wayne, IN 
90 Mose Carter* * * , , .NG 6-0 235 Sr. Gary, IN 
65 Rod Christner .... .OG 6-3 250 Jr. Mesa, AZ 
26 Mike Crews  .S 6-0 170 So./Fr. Lincoln City, IN 
99 Casswell Dawson** .DE 5-11 200 Sr. East Chicago Hts., IL 
18 Tod Decker  .SE 6-2 190 Jr. Mesa, AZ 
77 Andy Engeman*   , .OT 6-2 280 Sr. South Bend, IN 
1 Todd Finnell***  . . .CB 5-9 165 Sr. Indianapolis, IN 
52 Paul Fowler*  .LB 6-4 215 So. Mishawaka, IN 
54 Greg Garnica**. . .LB 6-0 215 Sr./Jr. Kettering, OH 
16 Shannon Griffith . . ,QB 6-0 170 Jr./So. Fort Wayne, IN 
12 Keith Hackett .... .CB 5-7 160 Fr. Louisville, KY 
98 Henry Hall  .DE 6-1 225 Fr. Fort Wayne, IN 
9 Scott Hammersley .QB 6-0 175 So./Fr. Indianapolis, IN 
3 Jeff Hammond* . . .FL 6-0 165 Jr. Bolingbrook, IL 
2 Tyree Harris  .SE 5-6 150 Jr. Miami, FL 
10 Mike Harrison .... .QB/P 6-4 190 So./Fr. Muncie, IN 
4 David Haugh**  . . ,S 6-1 185 Jr. North Judson, IN 
7 Herb Jackson* .SE 5-5 155 So. Fort Wayne, IN 
60 Scott Johnson** . . .C 6-2 235 Sr./Jr. Kettering, OH 
82 Scott Jones  ,TE 6-3 220 Fr. Columbus, OH 
19 Sean Jones*  .FL 5-11 190 Sr./Jr. Detroit, Ml 
89 Steve Jordan  .... .LB 6-2 210 So./Fr. Cincinnati, OH 
5 Charles Kelly* .... .CB 5-9 180 Sr. Tempe, AZ 
25 Tod Langenderfer .LB 6-1 225 Jr./So. Swanton, OH 
95 Dave Malinski*** . .DT 6-2 250 Sr. Munster, IN 
18 Donnie Mullens. . . .P 6-3 230 Sr./Jr. Walton, IN 
49 Jess Neal***   .... .CB 5-8 180 Sr. Yorktown, IN 
67 Brian Outlaw* ** . . .OG 5-11 290 Sr. Evansville, IN 
75 Steve Paris*    .DT 6-5 250 Sr./Jr. Munster, IN 
39 Bernie Parmalee*. ,TB 6-0 185 So. Jersey City, NJ 
27 Leo Porter  .CB 5-11 165 Fr. Louisville, KY 
56 Shawon Respress* .DE 6-2 240 Sr./Jr. Detroit, Ml 
13 David Riley* * . . . . .QB 6-2 185 Jr. Germantown, OH 
80 Eugene Riley** . . . .TE 6-3 220 Sr./Jr. Cincinnati, OH 
55 Mic Roessler  .OG 6-2 240 Fr. Beech Grove, IN 
51 Greg Shackelford" *DE 5-11 225 Sr. Huber Heights, OH 
20 Mark Stevens*   . . , ,TB 5-10 195 Sr. Elkhart, IN 
43 Pat Stoltz  ,CB 5-8 175 Jr./So. Hinsdale, IL 
8 Kenny Stucker.... .K 5-10 150 Fr. Miami, FL 
21 Walter Sullivan . . . .S 5-10 175 So. Dayton, OH 
96 Denny Thompson . .DT 6-3 245 So./Fr. Danville, IN 
64 Ryan Timmerman . .C 6-4 240 So./Fr. Beatrice, NE 
57 Tim Walton* **  . . . .LB 5-11 230 Sr. Detroit, Ml 
76 Mark Wesson .... .OG 6-5 280 Sr./Jr. Kokomo, IN 
40 Derrick Westfield * .DE 5-10 220 Sr. Fort Wayne, IN 
68 Jason Whitlock* . . .OT 5-11 295 Sr./Jr. Indianapolis, IN 
34 Adam Wilson*   . . . ,TB 5-9 195 Jr. South Bend, IN 
17 Frank Wilson* .... .S/K 5-11 170 Jr./So. Valparaiso, IN 
78 Ralph Wize*  .DT 6-2 245 Sr./Jr. Middletown, OH 
53 Todd Wright  .OG 6-3 260 Jr./So. Bowling Green, OH 
Bowling Green's FAX is at 
Jeff Rice's Quick Print. 
Mk^ ifff: 
We are a complete printer of 
resumes, business 
stationery, posters, and 
full color photo copies. 
Phone 352-5762 
FAX 352-9572 
111 S. Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 quick print, inc. 
BEST WISHES FOR A SUCCESSFUL SEASON! 
From the Merchants at YOUR Mall 
woodland mall 
OPEN: Monday-Saturday 10:00-9:00 
Sunday 12:00-5:00 
Watch for Hills, opening in November 
1234 N. Main St.    Bowling Green, OH 43402    (419)354-4447 
Ham it up 
_ more 
often. 
Dinner Bell ham is the 
all day meat. 
Ham is about the only meat that ap 
pears regularly on breakfast, lunch 
and dinner menus. And ham is a 
favorite for picnics and snacks. 
too. So it's a good idea to 
keep it on hand. Make it 
Dinner Bell ham. Less 
waste. Easy to slice. 
And you get a lot for 
your money, so you 
can afford to be gener 
ous. That's important, 
because once your 
family gets a taste of 
Dinner Bell's gentle 
smoked flavor, they'll 
ham it up more often. 
/DinnerJBel// 
Invest in SOMEbody special. 
At Universal, we know you're SOMEbody! And the best 
investment SOMEbody like you can 
make is in good health, a good body. 
Like your body, your home represents 
a lifetime investment, one that says much 
about you, your family and your 
accomplishments. So invest in the best 
for your body and your home. Invest in 
Universal Home Fitness Equipment. It's 
an investment backed by people who 
know you're SOMEbody special. 
State Distributor 
Stop by, or call about 
our " Fitness is Universal" 
video tape and Home Fitness 
Equipment catalog. 
O Shaping Your Future > 
"01 
u NIVERSAL FITNESS & LEISURE, INC. 930 Kingsmill Parkway, Cols., Ohio 43229 
(614) 888-8696 • In Oho 1-800-282-0734 
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BALL STATE CARDINALS 
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY 
Location: Muncie, IN 
Founded:1918 
Enrollment: 18,000 (est.) 
Conference: Mid-American 
Nickname: Cardinals 
Colors: Cardinal and White 
Offensive Formation: I 
Defensive Formation: 52 
1988 Record: 1-0-0 
Series Record: 11-3, BG 
DR. JOHN E. WORTHEN 
President 
6REG GARNICA 
Linebacker 
DON PURVIS 
Athletic Director 
PAUL SCHUDEL 
Head Coach 
MOSE CARTER 
Defensive Line 
DAVE MAUNSKI 
Defensive Line 
BERNIE PARMALEE GREG SHACKELFORD 
Tailback Defensive End 
TODD FINNELl 
Defensive Back 
TIM WALTON 
Linebacker 
1988 
FALCON FOOTBALL 
MEDIA GUIDE 
Relive the 1987 
season while reading 
profiles of the Falcon 
returning lettermen, 
newcomers, and all 
the Bowling Green 
football records and 
statistics. 
All for only 
$5 
Send check made out to BGSU to: 
Sports Information 
BGSU Stadium 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
Q- GO FALCONS" Q 
STEPHEN FORD, INC 
"Drive a little, Save a lot" 
LOCATED ON RT. 64 
BETWEEN WATERVILLE AND WHITEHOUSE 
Phone:878-8151 
UniC 7t ciphics 
Serving your total graphic design and typesetting needs. 
• Resumes • LaserWriter output 
• Full-service computer zed • Convert your word processing 
graphic arts camera disk to typeset-quality output 
• Design and or typese t any • Convert Macintosh'  to 
job   large or small PC files and vice versa 
Call us for further information 
211 West Holl 372-7418 
• - MAC Record 
$ - NCAA Record BGSU INDIVIDUAL RECORDS ■ All-Time Record 
Rushing 
Most Rushing Attempts 
Game: 46  Bryant Jones vs. Kent St., 
1981 
Season:       324 Dave Preston, 1974 
Career:        830  Dave Preston, 1973-76 
Most Net Yards Rushing 
Game: 225 Darryl Story vs. Ball St., 
1983 
Season:      1444  Fred Durig, 1951 
Career:     3423  Dave Preston, 1973-76 
Most Touchdowns Rushing 
Game: *5  Dave Preston vs. 
Dayton, 1974 
Season:        *19 Dave Preston, 1974 
Career:        "39 Dave Preston, 1973-76 
Passing 
Most Passes Attempted 
Game: 59 Brian McClure vs. 
Toledo, 1983 
Season:      *466  Brian McClure, 1983 
Career: $'1427  Brian McClure, 1982-85 
Most Passes Completed 
Game: *37  Brian McClure vs. 
Eastern Michigan, 1983 
Season:      *298  Brian McClure, 1983 
Career:    3*900  Brian McClure, 1982-85 
Most Yards Passing 
Game:        479  Brian McClure vs. Ohio, 
1985 
Season:    *3264 Brian McClure, 1983 
Career: * 10,280  Brian McClure, 1982-85 
Most Passes Had Intercepted 
Game: 
Season: 
Career: 
16 
'58 
Brian McClure vs, 
Eastern Michigan, 
1983, Miami, 1982, 
Akron, 1985 and Ohio, 
1985 
Mark Miller vs. Hawaii, 
1977 
Brian McClure, 1983 
Brian McClure, 1982-85 
Most Touchdown Passes 
Game: 
Season: 
Career: 
*4  Brian McClure vs. Rich- 
mond, Ball State, 1984 
*4 Mike Wright vs. Grand 
Valley St., 1978 
*4  Mark Miller vs. Central 
Mich., 1977 
*21   Brian McClure, 1984 
•63  Brian McClure, 1982-85 
BRIAN MCCLURE 
Career Passing Leader 
Best Passing Percentage 
Game:        .917 Jim Bryan vs. Baldwin- 
Wallace, 1955 (11-12) 
Season:      .703 Jim Bryan, 1955 
(45-64) 
Brian McClure, 
1982-85 (900-1427) 
Career:     *.631 
Scoring 
Most Touchdowns 
Game: 
Season: 
Career: 
'19 
•41 
Dave Preston vs, 
Dayton, 1974 
Orville Raberding vs, 
Findlay, 1921 
Dave Preston, 1974 
and Bernard White, 
1985 
Dave Preston, 1973-76 
Most Points Scored 
Game: *30 Dave Preston vs. 
Dayton, 1974 
Season: 114 Dave Preston, 1974 
and Bernard White, 
1985 
Career:       246 Dave Preston, 1973-76 
Most Extra Point Attempts 
Game: 9 Al Silva vs. Ball State, 
1968 
Season: 40  Paul Silvi, 1985 
Career:        113  Don Taylor, 1972-75 
Most Extra Points Made 
Game: Al Silva vs. Ball State, 
1968 
Jim Perry vs, Temple, 
1966 
Paul Silvi, 1985 
John Spengler, 1977-80 
Season: 40 
Career:        101 
Most Field Goals Made 
Game: 4 Don Taylor vs. Toledo, 
1974 
16 Gehad Youssef, 1983 
44 Gehad Youssef, 
1981-84 
Season 
Career 
Receiving 
Most Passes Caught 
Game: 
Season: 
Career: 
13 
70 
'176 
Mark Dowdell vs. 
C. Michigan, 1983; 
Fred Mathews vs. 
Marshall, 1969 
Mark Dowdell, 1983 
Stan Hunter, 1982-85 
Most Yards Gained 
Game: 188 Jeff Groth vs. Kent St., 
1978 
Season:     1107  Stan Hunter, 1983 
Career:    *2679 Stan Hunter, 1982-85 
Most Touchdown Passes 
Game: *4 Jeff Groth vs, Grand 
Valley St., 1978 
Season: 11   Jim Ladd, 1952 
Career: 21   Stan Hunter, 1982-85 
Total Offense 
Most Plays 
Game: 
Season: 
Career: 
Yards Gained 
Game:       *471 
Season: 
Career: 
69 Brian McClure vs. 
Toledo, 1983 
*538  Brian McClure, 1983 
'1630  Brian McClure, 1982-85 
Brian McClure vs. Ohio, 
1985 
'3009  Brian McClure, 1983 
•9774  Brian McClure, 1984-85 
GO FALCONS! 
Compliments of. . . 
CREATIVE FOOD MANAGEMENT 
720 Water Street 
Toledo, Ohio 43697 
(419) 244-5200 
woodland moll 
cmcma 
BOWLING 
GREEN 354-0558 
ENJOY A MOVIE AFTER THE GAME 
$1.00 OFF REGULAR ADULT PRICE 
— OFFER EXPIRES 11-19-88 — 
^ 
* - MAC Record 
S - NCAA Record BGSU TEAM RECORDS All-Time Record 
Rushing 
Most Attempts 
Game: 79 vs. Northern Illinois, 1967 
Season:       655  in 1975 
Yards Lost 
Game: 73 vs. Western Mich., 1965 
Season:       468  in 1983 (11 games) 
Fewest Yards Lost 
Game: 0 vs. Miami, 1959 
Season:        100  in 1964 
Most Net Yards 
Game:        496 vs. Marshall, 1968 
Season:     2875  in 1956 
Fewest Net Yards 
Game: 13 vs. Toledo, 1969 
Season:       662  in 1953 
Touchdowns 
Game: 10 vs. Defiance, 1956 
Season: 39  in 1956 
Passing 
Most Attempts 
Game: 59 vs. Toledo, 1983 
Season:      "480  in 1983 (11 games) 
Most Completions 
Game: *37 vs. E. Michigan, 1983 
Season:      *305  in 1983 (11 games) 
Most Yards 
Game:       *479 vs. Ohio, 1985 
Season:    "3320  in 1983 (11 games) 
Most Touchdown Passes 
Game: 5 vs.   Grand  Valley  St., 
1978 
Season:        *21   in 1984 
Most Passes Intercepted 
Game: 6 vs. Hawaii, 1977 
Season: 20  in 1970 
Fewest Interceptions 
Game: 0 vs.   Baldwin-Wallace, 
1954 
Season: 26  in 1950 
Fewest Yards 
Game: 0  vs. Kent St., 1955 
0 vs.   Baldwin-Wallace, 
1954 
0  vs. Ohio Univ., 1974 
Season        334  in 1950 
Fewest Plays 
Game: 38 vs. Ohio Univ., 1954 
38 vs. Ohio Univ., 1947 
Season:       474 in 1953 
Fewest Yards 
Game: 72 vs. Miami, 1951 
DAVE PRESTON 
Career Rushing Leader 
Best Percentage 
Game:        .929 vs. Baldwin-Wallace 
(13-14), 1955 
Season:     '.637   in 1984 (265-416) 
Worst Percentage 
Game:        .125 vs. Dayton (2-16), 1970 
Season:      .288  in 1950 
Total Offense 
Most Plays 
Game: 99 vs. Grand Valley St., 
1978 
99 vs. East Carolina, 1971 
Season:       898  in 1977 (12 games) 
Most Yards 
Game:       *706 vs. Grand Valley St., 
1978 
Season:     4437  in 1977 (12 games) 
Scoring 
Most Touchdowns 
Game: 22 vs. Findlay, 1921 
Season: 46  in 1956 and 1985 
Most Points 
Game: 151   vs. Findlay, 1921 
Season:       348  in 1985 
Points in One Half 
Game: 43 vs. Toledo, 1959 
Points in One Quarter 
Game: *29 vs. Kent St., 1971 (4th) 
Extra Point Attempts 
Game: 22 vs. Findlay, 1921 
Season: 46  in 1956 and 1985 
Extra Points Made 
Game: 19 vs. Findlay, 1921 
Season: 40  in 1985 
Field Goals Made 
Game: 4 vs. Toledo, 1974 
Season: 16  in 1983 
Most Points Two Teams 
Game: 151   Findlay vs. BG, 1921 
91   Brigham Young vs. 
BG, 1983 
First Downs 
Total First Downs 
Game: 32 vs. Grand Valley St., 
1978 
Season:       259  in 1977 (12 games) 
Rushing 
Game: 23 vs. Kent St., 1971 
Season:        159 in 1975 
Passing 
Game: 19 vs. Ohio, 1985 
Season:      *135  in 1983 
VOUVO • PEUCEOT • (^). @^WYs]. Bertone 
Khans'/ |y™ 
TOLEDO 419-531-8981 
INTELLIGENT CARS FOR INTELLIGENT PEOPLE 
7 SOUND EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
Sound and 
Communications 
Specialists' 
29050 Glenwood Road 
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
Phone 666-0676 
4? 
Introducing 
a computer for 
companies that 
aren't in the 
Fortune 500. 
Yet. 
The IBM Application System/400™ 
Our newest midrange computer can go to work for 
you now. And grow to work for YOU later. 
So, if your company has big plans for the future, make 
plans to see the new AS/400™ now. 
For more information, call IBM at (419)249-2150. 
iliPJ^!:* The Bigger Pieture 
£ 1988 IBM Corp IBM is a registered trademark and Application 
System/400 and AS/400 are trademarks of IBM Corp. 
PEARL GAS ty/  OIL CO., INC. 
546 SAND RIOQE ROAD • BOWLING QREEN. OHIO 43402 
PMONE 419 353-5811 
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-237-1633 
Complete Propane Service 
]    FARM  | j j |    HOME    f 
JLLL 
INDUSTRY 
Warm Morning Heaters & Grills 
Magic Chef Kitchen Appliances 
WITH PLANTS IN: 
KENTON 
12978 SR 68S 
675-1802 
McCLURE 
State Route 65 
748-8016 
HICKSVILLE 
State Route 18 
542-7778 
SOMERSET CENTER, 
MICHIGAN 
11375 U.S. Rt. 12 
(517) 688-4486 
MAUMEE 
436 Illinois Avenue 
893-6451 
WEST UNITY 
U.S. 20A 
924-2414 
DELPHOS 
7151 Buettner Road 
695-8500 
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT 
If you're thinking about college, think about 
Bowling Green State University. 
• Visit the campus 
• Take a guided tour 
• Talk to an admissions counselor 
Find out what BGSU can offer you: 
• Academic challenge 
• Affordable price 
• Friendly, active students 
For more information, write or call: 
Office of Admissions 
SEE FOR YOURSELF WHAT BGSU IS ALL ABOUT! 
PREVIEW DAYS 
October 29,  1988 
December 3,  1988 
9:30 a.m., University Union 
Two special days when you can explore the 
campus, talk to faculty and learn about the 
many academic programs, organizations and 
opportunities available at Bowling Green. 
CAMPUS TOURS 
Daily,  ll a.m. and 2 p.m. 
Saturdays, ll a.m. 
Office of Admissions 
HO McFall Center 
110 McFall Center 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-2086 
^ 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
An aerial view of the Bowling Green State University campus. 
Bowling Green State University offers a 
range of educational opportunities ex- 
pected in a large university, yet retains the 
personalized small-school atmosphere of 
its early years. 
When Bowling Green Normal School 
opened its doors in 1914, there were 15 
faculty members and all 158 students 
were studying to be teachers. Today the 
University has nearly 720 full-time and 200 
part-time faculty and 17,300 students on 
its main campus. Degree programs are 
offered through the College of Arts and 
Sciences, Business Administration, Educa- 
tion and Allied Professions, Health and 
Human Services, Musical Arts, Technolo- 
gy, and the Graduate College. Within the 
undergraduate colleges are Schools of 
Art, Mass Communication, Nursing, and 
Health, Physical Education and Recrea- 
tion, 
The University offers more than 170 
undergraduate degree programs, 75 
master's degree programs and has 14 
departments granting doctoral degrees 
in more than 44 specialty areas. 
In addition to courses on the main cam- 
pus, the University's Firelands College 
campus, located in Huron, Ohio, offers 17 
two-year associate degree programs, as 
well as courses which fulfill the first two 
years of a bachelor's degree require- 
ment. Firelands College enrolls about 
1,200 students. 
Fully accredited at the highest state, 
regional and national levels, the Univer- 
sity  has  chapters  of  most  national 
academic honor societies, including Phi 
Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi. Bowling 
Green is also a member of the National 
Association of State Universities and Land 
Grant Colleges. 
The University's faculty members, 82 per- 
cent of whom hold the highest degree in 
their fields, include Fulbright Scholars, 
authors and nationally known resear- 
chers. The caliber of the faculty is 
reflected, too, in the number of academic 
programs which are regionally and na- 
tionally recognized, including the 
chemistry department which hosts an 
Ohio Eminent Scholar in Photochemical 
Sciences. The Ohio Eminent Scholar pro- 
gram was created by the Ohio Board of 
Regents to attract world class scholars to 
the state's universities. 
Committed to teaching, faculty are 
scholars as well, generating new 
knowledge through independent 
research and involvement in University 
units such as the Population and Society 
Research Center, the Center for the Study 
of Popular Culture, and the Social 
Philosophy and Policy Center. Bowling 
Green is also the site of the National 
Drosophila Species Center and the Mid- 
America Stock Center—the largest scien- 
tific facilities of their kind in the world— 
where University faculty assist in supplying 
some 400 species of fruit flies to scientists 
involved in genetics and cancer research 
around the globe. 
The University's students come from 
throughout the United States and nearly 
60 foreign nations. While most students 
are between the ages of 18-22, the 
number of those older than 25 is increas- 
ing. During the spring term of the 1987-88 
academic year, there were more than 
2,700 "non-traditional" adult students 
enrolled in undergraduate and graduate 
degree programs on a full- or part-time 
basis. 
The focal point of the 1,250-acre cam- 
pus is the nine-story Jerome Library, with 
its collection of more than four million 
items, including 1.5 million volumes plus 
thousands of journals, periodicals, 
microforms, government documents and 
other materials. Special sections of the 
library include the Center for Archival Col- 
lections which houses materials relevant 
to northwest Ohio history and the Sound 
Recording Archives with 400,000 record- 
ings. The Institute for Great Lakes 
Research, located in Perrysburg, contains 
an extensive collection of materials on the 
shipping industry's past and present. 
The University is continually refurbishing 
its more than 100 existing buildings and 
upgrading facilities to meet current 
needs. An example is the recently com- 
pleted S3.65 million addition to the 
Business Administration Building. Current- 
ly, Williams Hall, home to the history, 
sociology and political science depart- 
ments, is undergoing major renovation as 
is Overman Hall, which houses chemistry, 
physics and astronomy and geology pro- 
grams. Also, numerous computer facilities 
have been installed and upgraded 
throughout campus. 
# 
ADMINISTRATION 
President Paul J. Olscamp 
When Dr. Paul J. Olscamp became 
Bowling Green State University's eighth 
president in 1982, he charted a course 
that would move Bowling Green into the 
ranks of the country's most important 
educational resources. The effort, he 
said, would be an unrelenting commit- 
ment to excellence in teaching, 
research and service at the University. 
Indeed, he adopted the slogan "An En- 
vironment for Excellence" to describe 
his hopes for Bowling Green. 
Since then, everything the energetic 
Olscamp has done at Bowling Green 
has been aimed at fulfilling that vision. 
Early in his administration, Olscamp 
and the faculty outlined the task to be 
done in a 27-goal document called the 
Role and Mission Statement. Most of the 
goals centered on improving the quali- 
ty of undergraduate and graduate 
students, the academic programs, the 
learning environment and the faculty 
and its resources. 
Now, as Olscamp begins his seventh 
year at Bowling Green, many of the 
Role and Mission Statement's original 
goals have been met. Last year, the 
Paul J. Olscamp 
The University's eighth president 
Faculty Senate's Committee on 
Academic Affairs reviewed the goals 
and assigned new priorities, including 
the recruitment of minority faculty and 
students and greater emphasis upon 
research production. 
More than any other president in 
Bowling Green's history, Olscamp has 
sought to more fully involve the faculty 
in University governance. Faculty have 
been involved in developing the 
University's academic charter. Before 
the change, only the president had that 
power. He has also given the faculty 
greater control over the curriculum and 
development of new academic 
programs. 
The Bowling Green president worked 
tirelessly with state government officials 
and legislators in Columbus on behalf 
of Bowling Green and higher educa- 
tion. He has testified about the needs 
of higher education before legislative 
committees and has been a leading 
spokesperson for improved operating 
and capital budgets for the state's col- 
leges and universities. 
Highlighting The Olscamp Administration 
A great deal has happened at Bowl- 
ing Green since Dr. Olscamp arrived on 
campus seven years ago. Some of the 
accomplishments include: 
Academic Programs 
'Creation of Bowling Green's first en- 
dowment professorships, one in 
management and the other in finance, 
'Appointment of an Ohio Eminent 
Scholar in Photochemical Sciences, the 
result of a $500,000 grant from the Ohio 
Board of Regents. The Eminent Scholar 
Program is designed to attract world 
class scholars to Ohio. Dr. Michael A. J. 
Rodgers, one of the country's foremost 
photochemical scientists, is Bowling 
Green's Eminent Scholar. 
'Addition of doctoral programs in 
applied philosophy and photo- 
chemical sciences; the 13th and 14th 
Ph.D. offerings at Bowling Green. 
•Increasing the number of National 
Merit Scholarship winners entering Bowl- 
ing Green to 41 finalists and 23 
semifinalists, the most ever in University 
history and more than doubling the 
goal set in 1987. 
'Establishing the University's first ma- 
jor scholarships for minority students. 
*A network of microcomputer labs 
throughout the campus, including labs 
in each residence hall, as part of an ef- 
fort for all students to have a 
background in computer usage by the 
time they graduate. 
•Increasing library holdings to more 
than four million books, journals, 
periodicals, microforms, government 
documents and other materials. 
Physical Plant 
'Nearly $48 million in state capital im- 
provement funds for renovation and 
new construction projects. 
•Completion of $7.2 million Physical 
Sciences Laboratory Building in 1984. 
*A $3.65 million addition to the 
Business Administration Building com- 
pleted in 1988. 
*A $9.1 million addition to the Fine 
Arts Building scheduled to get under- 
way in the next few years. 
* Major renovation and refurbishing of 
existing campus buildings including 
Williams, Overman, Hayes and Shatzel 
halls. 
University Finances 
'Growth in the University endowment 
from $1 million in 1982 to more than $8 
million in 1988. 
'Creation of an internal endowment 
fund of $4 million from various Universi- 
ty reserves. The balance is ap- 
proaching $7 million and is expected 
to reach $10 million in four years. In- 
terest on the $10 million principle will be 
used to supplement the academic 
budget. 
•Developing a plan that restructures 
debt obligations and is projected to 
result in a $35 million principal in 12 
years. Interest on that amount, which 
could approach $3 million annually, 
will go toward the academic budget. 
'Most successful fund raising drive in 
University history. With the assistance of 
the development and alumni office, the 
75th Anniversary Fund raised more than 
$15 million in three years; well above 
the $12.5 million goal. Donations includ- 
ed the University's first two $1 million 
gifts—from the Stranahan Foundation of 
Toledo for the Social Philosophy and 
Policy Center and from Harold and 
Helen McMaster of Perrysburg for the 
McMaster Leadership Institute. 
J@ 
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Welcome 
to 
Bowling Green! 
We're proud to be 
the home of the 
Fighting Falcons! 
Bowling Green 
CHAMBER 
OF COMMERCE 
THE VERY FABRIC OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY 
Whether you buy or rent uniforms, we'] 
work with you to develop a unique 
corporate identity for your company. 
Van Dyne 
Crotty 
THE VERY FABRIC QF AMERICAN INDUSTRY* 
For information, call 1-800-654-5786 
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FLOWER 
FARM 
BG's Only Full-Line Florist 
— Floral & Gifts 
— Greenhouse & Garden Center 
— Nursery & Landscaping 
Mon-Fri 
8:00 am-5:30 pm 
Sat 
00 am-4:00 pm 
906 Napoleon Road • End of S. College • Bowling Green 
Redeem this ad for a 10% discount on any purchase. 
NEWIPVE 
REALTY INC. 
352-5161 
336 S. Main St.    Bowling Green, OH 
TOPOFFAGREATGAME 
WITH AGREAT PIZZA. 
CALL DOMINO'S PIZZA AND AVOIDTHE NOID. 
1616 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green 
352-1539 
Free Delivery 
From 11 A.M. Daily 
Ben Franklin 
1 HOUR PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO 
CUSTOM FLOWERS AND FRAMES 
CRAFTS • FABRIC AND NOTIONS • PARTY SUPPLIES - TOYS 
STATIONERY - CARDS - HOUSEWARES - DOMESTICS 
Downtown Bowling Green   352-3389 M 
MAIN STREET TRUE VALUE 
(jhufyaSue) 
We Specialize in 
Service and Quality Products 
,4t&U*U! 
Screen and glass repair - True Value,  Inc.        Lawn mower and small engine 
sweeper and small electrical Downtown Bowling Green repair - pickup, delivery, 
appliance repair ^^T (19^1 and storage 
SERVING LUNCH TO THE PUBLIC DAILY (M-F) 
Bowling Green Elk's Club 
B.P.O.E. 
Lodge #818 
Weddings, Private Parties & Catering 
Services Available 
Tom McDermott     Accommodating 50-300 People 
Club Manager    Open to the public daily for lunch. 
200 Campbell Hill Rd., Bowling Green 
Phone 
352-2149 
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VIDEO 
SPECTRUM 
BOWLING GREEN'S LARGEST 
SELECTION OF VIDEO MOVIES 
Since 1981 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS 
352-4171 
112 E. Washington St., Bowling Green 
AERIAL ADVERTISEMENTS 
GET RESULTS! 
BILLWILKINS 
BUS. 353-2164 
HOME 686-8591 
BILL'S 
BANNER 
TOWING 
COMMERCIAL 
ADVERTISING 
& 
SPECIAL MESSAGES 
112 E.WASHINGTON ST. 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 
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BGSU ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
Bowling Green 
Is A 1980s 
oUCCeSS   £)TOry 1988 MAC Basketball Champions 1988 MAC Softball Champions 
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When, in the year 2000, historians look 
back upon 85 years of intercollegiate 
athletics at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity, they'll stop and take a second look 
at the 1980s, Bowling Green sports 
teams of the 80s have achieved a level 
of success matched by few. 
In all. Bowling Green teams have won 
21 conference titles the last eight years, 
17 in the Mid-American Conference 
and four in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association. Sixteen teams 
have gone on to post-season play in 
the NCAA, NIT and California Bowl. 
Bowling Green student-athletes 
distinguished themselves in numerous 
ways in 1987-88. MAC champions were 
crowned in women's basketball and 
softball. The Falcon hockey team add- 
ed to the BGSU honor roll by capturing 
the CCHA Playoff title. The volleyball 
team set a school record for winning 
percentage in a season. In the end, 
Bowling Green laid claim to the Jacoby 
Trophy, awarded annually to the MAC 
school with the best overall record in 
women's sports. BG also produced four 
Academic Ail-Americans in football, 
volleyball, men's basketball, and 
hockey — an uncommon distinction for 
any MAC school in just one year. 
Each of the 19 sports at Bowling 
Green has enjoyed success in the 
1980s, Here is a brief look at the "Win- 
ning Tradition" of the Bowling Green 
Falcons. . . 
BASEBALL - Coach Ed Platzer's Falcons 
are annual contenders for the MAC 
Championship. Playing at Steller Field, 
one of the finest college baseball 
facilities in the region, the Falcons are 
a MAC leader in producing future pro- 
fessional ballplayers. Roger McDowell 
helped pitch the New York Mets to the 
World Series Championship in 1986, 
while Orel Hershiser is a stand-out pitch- 
er for the Los Angeles Dodgers. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL - Coach Jim Lar- 
ranaga has built a solid foundation that 
1988 CCHA Playoff Champions 
should produce a MAC championship 
contender in 1988-89. Two strong 
recruiting classes and an exciting up- 
tempo brand of basketball have made 
Anderson Arena once again "The 
House That Roars." BGSU is one of six 
MAC teams which have qualified for 
the MAC Tournament the last two years. 
Historically, BGSU leads the MAC in post- 
season appearances and victories. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Coach Fran 
Voll has led the Falcons to a pair of 
MAC Championships and NCAA Tour- 
nament appearances the last two 
years, as well as an overall record of 
51-8. Voll coaches some of the best 
players in the conference, like two-time 
MAC MVP Jackie Motycka. With 
Motycka and four other starters back in 
1988-89, the Falcons will be an early 
favorite to repeat as MAC Champions. 
CROSS COUNTRY - Bowling Green 
cross country in the 1980s has been 
marked by a changing of the guard, as 
highly-respected Mel Brodt handed 
over the coaching duties to Sid Sink. 
Sink, a former track and cross country 
Ail-American at BGSU, has coached the 
BG women to four CC titles in eight 
years. Now, he's out working his magic 
on both the Falcon men and women. 
FOOTBALL - Bowling Green is the 
MAC's winningest team of the 1980s 
with a first- or second-place finish the 
last six years. The Falcons have won two 
MAC titles and made two trips to the 
California Bowl since 1980. BG also 
holds the MAC single-game atten- 
dance record of 33,527 at Doyt Perry 
Field. Coach Moe Ankney has guided 
the Falcons to two-straight second- 
place finishes. Taking the next step to 
the top is the goal for 1988. 
GOLF — Coach Greg Nye's men's and 
women's golf teams play on some of 
the most challenging courses in the 
country. The BG men travel to Florida 
and the Carolinas. BG has won four 
MAC Championships and made four 
NCAA Tournament appearances in the 
last 18 years. The Falcon women are 
one of this region's top teams. Last fall, 
the Falcon women won the BGSU Invita- 
tional and contended for the Ferris 
State Invitational title. 
GYMNASTICS — Year in and year out, 
Coach Charles Simpson fields a MAC 
title contender. With three MAC titles 
since 1980, Simpson's Falcons share the 
league lead in conference champion- 
ships. The Falcons have qualified as a 
team for post-season competition four 
of the last five years. Last winter, Kim 
Trost was an individual qualifier for the 
NCAA Regionals. This year, BGSU will 
host the MAC Championships. 
HOCKEY - National Champions! The 
year was 1984. The site, Lake Placid, 
NY, where Coach Jerry York's Falcons 
won the University's first NCAA Division 
I championship. It was Bowling Green's 
finest hour. BGSU has won four CCHA 
regular season championships and 
one league play-off title. In all, the 
Falcons have won seven conference 
titles and appeared in seven NCAA 
(Continued on page 49) 
ADMINISTRATION 
Athletic 
Since his appointment seven years ago as 
athletic director, John C. (Jack) Gregory has 
set a standard of excellence designed to 
place Bowling Green State University on 
equal terms with today's elite intercollegiate 
athletic programs. 
In his first six years at Bowling Green, 
Gregory has challenged his staff of admin- 
istrators, coaches and classified workers to 
settle for nothing less than the very best. His 
challenge has resulted in some of the finest 
moments in the history of intercollegiate 
athletics at BGSU—moments such as: 
• the 1984 NCAA Division I Ice Hockey 
Championship; 
• 11 Mid-American Conference regular 
season championships in football, men's 
and women's basketball, softball, women's 
cross county, gymnastics, and men's golf; 
• 2 California Bowl appearances; 
• 2 MAC post-season tournament 
championships; 
• 3 Central Collegiate Hockey Association 
regular season championships; 
• 1 CCHA post-season tournament 
championship; 
• 9 NCAA Tournament appearances in 
hockey, basketball, softball and gymnastics; 
• and the 1987-88 Jacoby Trophy, award- 
ed annually to the MAC school with the best 
overall record in women's sports. 
Gregory came to Bowling Green during 
one of the most difficult periods in the 
school's 72 years of intercollegiate athletics, 
a time when BGSU and the MAC were 
fighting for NCAA Division 1-A status in foot- 
ball. Behind Gregory's leadership, the foot- 
ball program attained 1-A status, making the 
Falcons one of the front-runners in achieving 
that goal. 
During his tenure here, BGSU has proven 
to be a marketing and promotions leader. 
Record crowds have attended Falcon foot- 
ball, hockey and women's basketball 
games. Crowds have swelled, too, in sports 
like  soccer,  volleyball,  gymnastics  and 
softball. In 1983, 33,527 fans packed Doyt L. 
Perry Field to witness the annual college foot- 
ball classic between Bowling Green and 
Toledo. BGSU and MAC single game atten- 
dance marks fell that afternoon. Two years 
later, the Falcons drew a record 112,110 fans 
for the five home games, giving BGSU the 
second-largest average attendance 
(22,422) in MAC history. Last year, Bowling 
Green set still another MAC attendance 
record by playing in front of 84,574 fans at 
Penn State. 
Sell-out crowds for BGSU hockey games 
are also a tradition, making game tickets the 
hottest item in town each winter, 
With the growing interest in TV sports pro- 
gramming, Gregory has aggressively 
negotiated for live television coverage of 
BGSU sports events. Last year, Falcon foot- 
ball, basketball and hockey all attracted live 
TV coverage. The 1988-89 year promises 
more of the same. Falcon football and 
basketball will be seen around the country 
as part of the MAC Game of the Week on 
Master Video Productions, while Falcon 
hockey will continue to play In front of a na- 
tional TV audience as part of the CCHA 
Game of the Week on Pro-Am Sports. 
Gregory, 60, has also been instrumental In 
the record-breaking development of the 
Falcon Club, the University's official athletic 
department booster club. Recent member- 
ship drives have encompassed the Toledo, 
Cleveland and west central Ohio areas, 
resulting In unparalleled growth in cash and 
pledges. The Falcon Club has more than 
doubled Its income and grown to such an 
extent that it compares favorably with any 
athletic support organization in the country. 
Still, Gregory understands the Integrity of 
college athletics depends on the continued 
emphasis of the "student" in student-athlete. 
In that regard, he appointed a director for 
academic and regulatory affairs in 1984, the 
first such appointment In the MAC. Today's 
student-athlete Is offered every opportunity 
for a fulfilling educational experience at 
BGSU. Many student-athletes have earned 
academic honors, such as the 122 BGSU 
scholar-athletes with grade point averages 
of 3.0 or better in 1987-88. In Just the last two 
years, seven BGSU scholar-athletes have 
been named Academic All-Americans, an 
uncommon distinction among MAC schools. 
A 1952 graduate of East Stroudsburg State 
College and holder of a master's degree 
from Temple University, Gregory came to 
Bowling Green from Yale, where he served 
for four years as associate athletic director. 
Gregory began his professional career in 
1952 as a teacher and coach at William 
Penn High School in New Castle, Delaware, 
and later at P.S. Dupont High School in Wil- 
mington, Delaware. In 1959, he returned to 
East Stroudsburg as head football coach 
and assistant professor of physical educa- 
tion. One of the most successful coaches In 
the school's history, Gregory was Inducted 
into the East Stroudsburg Athletic Hall of 
Fame in October, 1983. 
An assistant football coach at the U.S. 
Naval Academy for two years, Gregory was 
named head football coach at Villanova 
University in 1967. In 1969, he moved to the 
University of Rhode Island, where he served 
as head football coach for seven years. In 
his 25 years on the high school level and at 
East Stroudsburg, Villanova and Rhode Is- 
land, Gregory's teams compiled a record of 
132-69, including four undefeated seasons 
and seven league championships. He was 
twice selected as NAIA Coach of the Year, 
twice selected as Pennsylvania Coach of the 
Year and was named NCAA District Coach 
of the Year. 
He was lured away from coaching in 1976 
by the Green Bay Packers of the National 
Football League and served in the person- 
nel department for three years before mov- 
ing on to Yale. 
Jack and his wife, Peg, reside in Bowling 
Green and are the parents of two sons. 
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BGSU ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
BGSU CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS 
(Since 4980) 
Sport 
Women's Basketball 
Softball 
Ice Hockey 
Ice Hockey 
Women's Basketball 
Football 
Gymnastics 
Ice Hockey 
Women's Cross Country 
Men's Golf 
Gymnastics 
Ice Hockey 
Men's Basketball 
Football 
Women's Cross Country 
Gymnastics 
Ice Hockey 
Women's Cross Country 
Women's Track 
Men's Basketball 
Women's Swimming 
Women's Cross Country 
"CCHA Playoff Champions 
Conference 
MAC 
MAC 
CCHA 
CCHA 
MAC 
MAC 
MAC 
CCHA 
MAC 
MAC 
MAC 
CCHA 
MAC 
MAC 
MAC 
MAC 
CCHA 
MAC 
MAC 
MAC 
MAC 
MAC 
Year 
1987-88 
1987-88 
1987-88' 
1986-87 
1986-87 
1985 
1984-85 
1983-84 
1983 
1983 
1982-83 
1982-83 
1982-83 
1982 
1982 
1981-82 
1981-82 
1981 
1981 
1980-81 
1980-81 
1980 
BGSU IN POST-SEASON PLAY 
Sport 
Women's Basketball 
Ice Hockey 
Softball 
Gymnastics 
Ice Hockey 
Women's Basketball 
Gymnastics 
Football 
Gymnastics 
Ice Hockey 
Gymnastics 
Men's Basketball 
Football 
Gymnastics 
Ice Hockey 
Basketball 
(Since 1980) 
Year 
1987-88 
1987-88 
1987-88 
1986-87 
1986-87 
1986-87 
1985-86 
1985 
1984-85 
1983-84 
1982-83 
1982-83 
1982 
1981-82 
1981-82 
1979-80 
Post-Season 
NCAA First Round 
NCAA Second Round 
NCAA Reglonals 
NCAA Reglonals 
NCAA First Round 
NCAA First Round 
NCAA Regional 
California Bowl 
NCAA Regional 
NCAA Champion 
NCAA Regional 
NIT First Round 
California Bowl 
NCAA Regional 
NCAA First Round 
NIT First Round 
(Continued from page 47) 
Tournaments. BGSU has produced some 
of college hockey's greatest names, in- 
cluding nine players who currently hold 
positions on NHL rosters. 
SOCCER — Coach Gary Palmisano's 
Falcons have posted a winning record in 
all but one year of the 1980s. Last fall, 
BGSU showed a fine 12-5 record that in- 
cluded wins over Penn State and 
Cleveland State. The Falcon booters also 
captured the 1987 BGSU Soccer Cup for 
the second-straight year. BG players have 
earned All-America honors seven times, 
the most recent being Jon Felton last year. 
SOFTBALL - Former Coach Gail Daven- 
port saw five years of hard work pay 
handsome dividends in 1988, as the 
Falcons won the MAC Championship and 
hosted the NCAA Midwest Regionals. 
Davenport was also named MAC Coach 
of the Year. Spearheaded by senior 
centerfielder Amy Lienhardt, a first team 
All-American and a first team Academic 
All-American, the 1988 Falcons shattered 
a number of seasonal records for BGSU 
softball. 
SWIMMING - Coach Brian Gordon, MAC 
Co-Coach of the Year in 1988, is back for 
his second year with the Falcon men and 
women. The Falcon women have made 
winning a habit in the 80s. It began with 
the 1981 MAC Championship and has 
continued with second-place finishes ever 
since. Last winter, the women hosted the 
MAC Championship at beautiful Cooper 
Pool, one of the midwest's top swimming 
and diving facilities. The men's team has 
finished in the top five at the MAC meet 
the last four years. 
TENNIS — Robert Keefe Courts have been 
the site of many top MAC tennis matches 
in the 1980s. And the Falcon tennis teams 
have benefitted from the fine facility. The 
men's team, guided ably by Bob Gill the 
last 20 years, will see Gene Orlando at the 
helm in 1989. The women's tennis pro- 
gram, under the tutelage of first-year 
Coach Sheila Chiricosta, showed signs of 
new life in 1988, as the Falcons recorded 
the most wins in a season since 1983. 
TRACK & FIELD — Bowling Green was 
again represented at the NCAA Track 
and Field Championships, thanks to All- 
American discus thrower Beth Manson. 
Meanwhile, Coach Lee LaBadie guided 
the Falcon women to a second-place 
finish at the 1988 MAC Championship. Sid 
Sink and Tom Wright, co-head coaches 
of men's track, coached the Falcons to 
within seven points of fourth place at the 
MAC meet. 
VOLLEYBALL - Coach Denise Van De 
Walle's Falcon volleyball team has entren- 
ched itself as one of the top programs in 
the MAC. Last fall, Bowling Green carved 
out an overall record of 24-6, the highest 
winning percentage in school history, 
while posting a second-place finish in the 
MAC. Van De Walle, MAC Co-Coach of 
the Year, also guided her squad to a 
championship at the West Virginia 
Tournament. 
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Open Saturdays, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Weekdays, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
B.G.S.U. SHIRTS, SWEATERS, FALCON SOUVENIRS & OTHER B.G.S.U. IMPRINT ITEMS 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS     •     ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES     •     GREETING CARDS     •     GIFTS 
VISIT US AFTER THE GAME! 
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ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT NEWS 
"Uncle" Freddie Falcon Is Joined by Falcons Rich Dackin (11), Mike McGee (36), 
Shawn Daniels (34) and Kyle Kramer (21), putting out a call to enlist ticket buyers 
for the 1988 Falcon football season. 
SPONSORSHIPS 
Area Businesses Take Part In 1988 Football Promotions 
While today's game marks the begin- 
ning of the 1988 home schedule for the 
Bowling Green State University Falcons, 
members of the BGSU athletic depart- 
ment have been, planning, promoting 
and preparing for today's game and 
the four home games to follow this fall 
since last March. 
The results of their efforts are too 
numerous to mention here, but among 
them are posters and schedule cards 
bearing photos of "Uncle" Freddie 
Falcon and selected BGSU football 
players (see photo above), as well as 
the successful enlistment of area 
businesses for game sponsorship. 
Members of the Northwest Ohio 
business community were contacted 
and asked to provide financial support 
for Falcon football, in exchange for 
various promotional incentives. 
What was an idea last spring 
became reality this summer when all 
five Falcon home games attracted 
sponsors. 
"Securing game sponsors is nothing 
new in college athletics," said BGSU 
Athletic Director Jack Gregory. "It's be- 
ing done by most of the college bowl 
games, and it has been done to a 
lesser extent here. 
"Game sponsorships are a two-way 
street. They benefit the businesses which 
sponsor the games because of their in- 
volvement in the community and the 
publicity they receive. Game sponsor- 
ships also assist the athletic department 
in the areas of promotion and finances. 
Gregory added, "It has been well- 
documented that funding Division I 
athletics is a challenge to universities 
across the country. We are very pleas- 
ed and grateful to those businesses 
which have offered their support by 
becoming game sponsors for 1988." 
Today's Ball State game is 
designated as "Welcome Back To 
School Day," featuring free admission 
to the game for all Wood County school 
children, teachers and administrators in 
grades 1-12, 
Kroger supermarkets and the Bowling 
Green Sentinel-Tribune newspaper 
have backed the idea as game 
sponsors. 
The Oct. 8 Ohio University game 
brings all the color and pageantry of 
Homecoming to the BGSU campus. And 
while the BGSU alumni flock to campus 
for pre- and post-game reunions, State 
Home Savings will be a part of it all as 
the Homecoming game sponsor. 
The Oct. 22 Youngstown State game 
has been designated as BGSU Student 
Appreciation Day. University student 
organizations will be recognized that 
day, and the sponsor for Student Ap- 
preciation Day will be announced 
soon. 
The Oct. 29 Miami game is Parents' 
Day, Varsity BG Day and the day when 
Bowling Green's Doyt Perry is recogniz- 
ed by the National Football Foundation 
for his upcoming enshrinement into the 
College Football Hall of Fame. Food 
Town has agreed to be the game spon- 
sor that day. 
"We have an obligation to putting 
something back into the community we 
serve," said Don Valiton, director of 
advertising for Food Town. "BGSU is cer- 
tianly a major asset to the community, 
as we feel an obligation to supporting 
the athletic program." 
The Falcons conclude their 1988 
schedule Nov. 12 at home against 
Eastern Michigan, the defending Mid- 
American Conference champion. It will 
be Youth/Team Day at Perry Field, with 
team and youth organizations from all 
over Ohio in attendance. Fifth/Third 
Bank will sponsor the event. 
"We are very pleased to be a part of 
the great football tradition at BGSU by 
sponsoring the Nov. 12 Falcon game," 
said Al Blackburn, executive vice- 
president at Fifth/Third Bank. "This is an 
excellent way for Fifth/Third Bank to 
show its commitment to the community 
and the University." 
For more information on game spon- 
sorships, contact Brad Browning, BGSU 
athletic marketing and promotions 
director, at (419) 372-7093. 
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KEN KAVANAGH 
Asst. Athletic Director 
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Golf Course Manager 
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Assoc. Athletic Director 
DR. MARV KUMLER 
Faculty Representative 
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Dir. of Marketing & 
Promotions 
MARY ELLEN CLONINGER 
Assoc. Athletic Director 
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Dir. of Academic Affairs 
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Administrative Assistant 
KEN SCHOENI 
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JOHN FARINA 
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Director 
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Head Trainer 
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FALCON PRIDE 
Today's Halftime Show 
1988 Falcon Marching Band 
It's that time of year again Mid-American Conference 
football, Doyt L. Perry Stadium, Falcon Football, and the 
FALCON MARCHING BAND!! The BGSU Marching Band ex- 
tends its greeting to each of you. 
The Falcon Marching Band takes the field today with the 
annual presentation of the University's Alma Mater and the 
National Anthem. This pre-game presentation, a traditional 
one, begins the year for the 190-strong Marching Falcons. 
With the strains of "Forward Falcons" ringing through the 
stands, the band will march downfield, stop and turn, and 
salute the visiting Cardinals of Ball State University. 
At halftime, you will have the opportunity to see the per- 
formances of both bands. The Falcon Marching Band opens 
its halftime show with a sparkling arrangement of "Winter 
Games". This music was written for the closing ceremonies 
of the 1988 Calgary Winter Olympics. 
Following "Winter Games", the band shifts gears to a 
"Top-40" feel. The recording artist was Gloria Estefan and 
the Miami Sound Machine. The tune is currently in the "Top 
Ten, the title "1 - 2 - 3!" 
The closing selection, this afternoon, is a lovely ballad that 
originated in the Tony award-winning Broadway musical, 
"Les Miserables." It was re-recorded by the performing art- 
ist Neil Diamond and is entitled "I Dreamed a Dream". 
On November 20, in Anderson Arena, the Marching Band 
will present its annual Marching Band Concert and the 
public is invited/encouraged to attend. 
1988 FALCON MARCHING BAND STAFF 
Directors: 
Mark S. Kelly, Director of Bands 
Jay C. Jackson, Assistant Director of Bands 
Graduate Assistants: 
Ann Goodwin 
Alan Fuller 
Drum Major: Patrick Pearson 
Announcer: Robert Erickson 
Twirling Advisor: Kathy Abbott 
wSi;     -iRifpts. 
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ATHLETIC 
PROMOTIONS 
by Brad Browning 
Director, Marketing & Promotions 
HELLO FOOTBALL FANS . . . welcome to Perry Stadium and 
the 1988 Falcon Football Season! With the pre-season predic- 
tions and summer preparations behind us, the moment of 
truth has arrived. 
This being our first game of a five-game home schedule, 
I see this as an excellent opportunity to briefly preview the 
upcoming 1988 home Falcon schedule. 
Today's opener brings to us the traditional "Welcome Back 
To School Day." Some 18,000 students, plus teachers and 
support personnel of every Wood County school, have been 
invited to this game by receiving a free admission ticket, 
compliments of Kroger's, The Sentinel-Tribune, and the BGSU 
Athletic Department. In addition, each student who had 
perfect attendance for the 1987-88 school year received a 
personalized certificate from the Athletic Department and 
will again be recognized at some point during the game. 
A special "Hello" to all of you in attendance from Wood 
County Schools! 
Game two will be October 8 against the Ohio University 
Bobcats during BGSU's 1988 Homecoming celebration. The 
day's festivities will begin at 10:00 a.m. with the campus 
parade leaving the Ice Arena. After that, tailgating will lead 
us up to the 1:30 kick-off. 
The third game brings together the Falcons and the 
Penguins. Ah yes, the Youngstown State Penguins! Revenge 
will fill the air as the Falcons will attempt to avenge last year's 
upset loss. This game has also been denoted as "Student 
Appreciation Day." Falcon fans are the key to the Falcons' 
success, and that includes BGSU students. 
Parents' Day, the biggest weekend of the year on cam- 
pus, brings long-time rival Miami to town in what should 
prove to be a great game! This day will also recognize the 
Varsity BG Club and two prominent former coaches. At 
halftime, former coach Doyt Perry and the late Jack 
Mollenkopf will be recognized for their recent induction in- 
to the College Football Hall of Fame. 
The home season finale will match up the defending MAC 
and Cal Bowl Champion Eastern Michigan Hurons against 
the Falcons. Kick-off will be at 12:30 p.m. This game, we 
hope, could very well determine the 1988 Mid-American 
Conference Champion! It will also be Group/Team Day, 
where virtually every school team and all community 
organizations-across the state are invited to this event free 
of charge! 
Make your plans now to spend these five exciting dates 
at Perry Field! Group rates are available and information can 
be had by calling 372-2401. 
Finally, on behalf of the Falcon family, I thank you for your 
attendance today and support of BGSU athletics. 
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Q: WHEN DOES *2   +   2   +   2=5? 
A:  FOR A LIMITED TIME AT 
1570 E. WOOSTER 
BURGER 
KING 1272 N. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN 
CLIP OUT THE COUPON BELOW 
STOP IN AFTER THE GAME 
2 WHOPPERS® REG. FRENCH FRIES MEDIUM DRINKS 
*2+2 + 2 = 5! 
ONLY $500 
PLEASE PRESENT BEFORE ORDERING. LIMIT ONE    1570 E. WOOSTER 
PER CUSTOMER PER CAR PER VISIT. 1979 M  MAIN 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR 
DISCOUNT. EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 1988. 
BGSU FOOTBALL PROGRAM 
SAVE $100 
BURGER 
KING 
BOWLING GREEN 
FALCON PRIDE 
SPIRIT & 
TRADITION 
Alma Mater 
Alma Mater hear us, 
As we praise thy name 
Make us worthy sons and 
daughters 
Adding to thy tame. 
Time will treat you kindly 
Years from now you'll be 
Ever dearer in our hearts, 
Our University. 
From your halls of ivy 
To the campus scene, 
Chimes ring out with gladness 
From our dear Bowling Green. 
When all is just a mem'ry 
Of the by-gone days, 
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater 
As thy name we praise. 
FRIEDA FALCON FREDDIE FALCON 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba 
Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba 
Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zi Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zi 
Roll 'em down you BG warriors 
Roll 'em down and win for BGSU 
Roll 'em down you BG warriors 
Roll 'em down and win for BGSU 
1988-89 BGSU CHEERLEADERS 
Front Row (l-r): Julie Sargent, Ellie Conrad, and Ann McKibben. Second Row: Missi Perkins, Scott Mann and Tammy Myers 
Third Row: Buffie Gourley, Adam Lenhoff, Ross LaPerna, and Sheila Sand. Fourth Row: Deanna Peters Sean Kelley Jay 
Eller, John Downes, and Cheri Foley. Not pictured: Ed Graybill and Dan Johnson. (Photo by Steve France). 
THE NCAA AND YOU 
NCAA NOTES 
Q; Who is an "athletic representative?" 
A:   ■ One who has made financial con- 
tributions to the athletic depart- 
ment (i.e., Falcon Club members). ■ One who has been asked by the 
athletic department, in the past, to 
assist in recruiting student-athletes. ■ One who has assisted or is assist- 
ing in providing benefits, such as 
providing job opportunities, to en- 
rolled student-athletes. ■ One who is or has been involved 
in promoting the athletic program. ■ One who is a member of any agen- 
cy or organization which is promot- 
ing the institution's intercollegiate 
athletics program (Varsity BG Club, 
etc). 
Q: Once an individual has been identi- 
fied as an "athletic representative," 
how long does he/she retain this 
identity? 
A:  Forever. 
Q: Is Bowling Green State University re- 
sponsible for the acts of athletic repre- 
sentatives and booster support 
groups? 
A: Yes. Athletic representatives are 
governed by the same NCAA and 
University rules and regulations as 
those placed upon all Institutional 
athletic staff members. 
NCAA Stands Firm On 
Athletic Representatives 
Dictionary-makers agree on the 
definition of representative. However, of 
late, the word has been interpreted dif- 
ferently at many colleges and univer- 
sities across the United States. 
To ensure that confusion does not 
reign, especially in the matter of 
recruiting prospective student-athletes, 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association has set hard-and-fast rules 
for: 1. Who athletic representatives are, 
and, 2. What they can and cannot do. 
As of August 1, 1987, the NCAA has 
banned athletic representatives (see 
box to left) from any involvement in the 
recruiting of prospective student- 
athletes. That involvement includes on- 
or off-campus contacts by 1. personal 
visit, 2. correspondence, or 3. tele- 
phone calls. 
Bluntly, the answer to all questions 
regarding the involvement of athletic 
representatives in the recruiting process 
is an unequivocal "NO." 
The new legislation does not prohibit 
"unavoidable incidental" contacts with 
prospects, their parents or friends. The 
contact would be "legal" provided 
that: 1. it is not pre-arranged by the 
representative or a member of the 
athletic department, 2. it is not made 
for the purpose of recruitment, and, 3. 
it is in the course of "normal civility." 
Bowling Green intercollegiate 
Athletics urges all athletic represen- 
tatives to comply with all NCAA regula- 
tions. If questions arise, please call the 
Bowling Green State University Athletic 
Department at (419) 372-2401. 
YOUR FEET ARE TOO IMPORTANT 
... TO IGNORE 
T*&£&: 
DR. W. RAY BENNETT 
Podiatrist - Foot Surgeon 
Associate American College of Foot Surgeons 
Specializing In Ambulatory Foot Surgery 
• Warts • Neuroma (Nerve)       • Bunions 
• Fungus & Ingrown Nails        • Porokeratosis • Corns 
Laser Beam Surgery Available For Soft Tissue Only And Not Bone Surgery 
• Hammer Toes 
• Calluses 
• Heel Pain (Spurs) 
FINDLAY 
423-9113 
922 Blanchard Ave. 
KENTON 
675-(FOOT)3668 
222 W. Franklin 
BLUFFTON 
358-3050 
141 N. Main 
UPPER SANDUSKY 
294-4900 
320 W. Spring 
€ 
Sales and Marketing Crew 
Quality People Responsible 
For A Quality Product 
As you begin your career, consider Royal. We're a 
Cleveland-based manufacturer of the world's finest 
vacuum cleaners... an organization of quality people 
who make and market quality products, in business 
since 1905. 
As the fastest-growing company in our industry, 
we offer unique opportunities for substantial career 
development 
We're big enough to provide challenging positions 
in a wide range of disciplines - engineering, finance, 
marketing, sales, administration, and more. 
We're small enough to allow individuals to max 
imize their potential without getting lost in a 
labyrinth of corporate ladders. 
Come grow with us... consider a career with 
Royal. To learn more about our company and employ- 
ment opportunities, contact Miriam Leban, 
Personnel Department, Royal Appliance, 
650 Alpha Drive, Cleveland, Ohio 44143-2172, 
or your placement office, (800-362-5509 
Ohio). 800-321-1134. 
Makers of the Dirt Devil. 
Rancid 
pHoftttj ^Uianim Chnmi Qiiw I90r 
SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
TICKET OFFICE STAFF 
Standing (l-r): Opal Adams, Scot Bressler (ticket manager), 
Becky Meek. 
Kentucky fried C^cktn 
Try Our Chicken Little Sandwiches. 
1020 N. Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-2061 
SECRETARIAL STAFF 
Front Row (l-r): Jean Panning, Kay Riesen. Second Row: Ann 
Jones, Tracy Tajblik, Jan Kiehl, Linda Kidd, Linda Canter- 
bury, Gloria Martinez. 
RESERVE  OFFICERS' TRAINING   CORPS 
OPPORTUNITY 
FIRST. 
Why? Because Army ROTC teaches you the 
leadership and management skills you 
need for success—in college and in life. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
ENROLL IN MILITARY SCIENCE 
DISCOVER THE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 
TO YOU AT BGSU 
CONTACT ARMY ROTC 
419-372-2476 
ROOM 151      MEMORIAL HALL 
€ 
Good Luck Falcons! 
STEVE MELCHI 
Sales Counselor 
RobjQc/imidt 
mr*^   -*»^CHEVROLTH~> 
1425 Reynolds Rd.    Maumee, OH   43537 
(419) 893-0761        In Ohio 1-800-472-3205 
For That Very Special Look 
This Fall and Every Season 
of 
'S 
BOWLING GREEN 
His Lady's Tweeds 
^/t/onal Clot^ 
10-5 Mon.-Sat. 
101 N. Main Bowling Green 
MasterCard & Visa honored 
352-0204 
— Construction - Installation 
Design 
L
- Equipment Sales - Service 
Pride through Quality Workmanship 
3254 HILL AVENUE   •  TOLEDO, OHIO 43607 
HOWARD'S eH 
.M. 210 N   MAIN     419-352-W5I - _-A. 
Join us for Happy Hour daily from 
noon 'til 9:00 pm featuring pool, 
videos, darts, ping pong, basketball 
and pinball. Live music every week- 
end and NOOOO cover charge. 
GO FALCONS 
HOURS: NOON 'TIL 2:30 AM; MON-SAT; 2:00-2:30 AM; SUN. 
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT 
SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
ATHLETIC TRAINERS 
First Row (l-r): Bill Jones (head trainer), Cindy Bareis (assis- 
tant trainer), Kevin Watson, Jodi Gephart. Second Row: 
Hugh Hendrix, Chris Schommer, Mike Messaros, Jeff Schultz. 
If*  * 
EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL 
Standing (l-r): Stacy Gordon, Chris Kemock, Joe Sharp 
(equipment manager), Joe Snyder, John Godfrey. 
GROUNDS CREW 
Pictured (l-r): Norm Jimison, Danny Malone, Butch Patton, 
Ken Schoeni (assistant to the athletic director), Gerald Hiser, 
Curly Foster, Greg Kuhn. 
>*>Hii 
DOYT L. PERRY FIELD 
Bowling Green holds the MAC record for single-game attendance (33,527). 
Doyt L. Perry Field, with its 30,000-plus 
seating capacity, is celebrating its 
22na year as the home of Bowling 
Green State University football. 
Built in 1966 for approximately $3 
million as a replacement for the 
43-year-old University Stadium, Perry 
Field had a capacity of 23,272 until 
bleacher seats were installed in both 
end zones in 1982. 
One of the largest and most attrac- 
tive athletic facilities in the Mid- 
American Conference, Perry Field holds 
the conference record for single-game 
attenaance. 
On October 8, 1983, a huge crowd 
of 33,527 packea into Perry Field for the 
annual BG-Toledo game, establishing 
a school and MAC record for single- 
game attendance. The Falcons went 
on to set a season record, breaking the 
six-digit figure for five games with a total 
draw of 100,021. It marked the first time 
in history that Bowling Green averagea 
more than 20,000 fans for five home 
football games. 
That figure was topped in 1985, when 
Bowling Green posted a perfect record 
(11-0) in the regular season ana clinch- 
ed the MAC Championship by shutting 
out arch-rival Toledo at Perry Field in 
November. More than 28,000 fans turn- 
ed out that day, raising Bowling Green's 
season attendance to an all-time high 
112,000, and average of 22,400. 
Perry Field is more than just a football 
facility. The east side of the stadium in- 
cludes dressing rooms, eguipment ana 
training rooms, along with the Athletic 
Department offices. The west side just 
received a face-lift. This year, a new 
physical fitness center/weight room 
opened its doors for all 19 inter- 
collegiate athletic teams to use. 
Also situated on the west side of Perry 
Field are the Falcon Club offices and 
clubhouse, the acaaemic affairs office, 
the track and cross country offices, as 
well as maintenance ana storage 
areas. 
Sitting atop the press box on the west 
side of the stadium is the plush Stadium 
Club. Now in its ninth year of operation, 
the Stadium Club's 106 theater-type 
seats, which are all sold, provide loyal 
BGSU fans with one of the finest places 
to view a game in all of the midwest. 
The President's Box, located on top of 
the east side of the stadium, provides 
luxury seating for President Paul J. 
Olscamp and other supporters of 
Falcon football. 
Bowling Green won the first game 
ever played in Perry Field, defeating 
Dayton, 13-0, on October 1, 1966. Since 
that time, the Falcons have won more 
than 65 percent of their home games, 
compiling a 70-37-2 record in the 109 
games played at Perry Field. 
Bowling Green posted a 3-2 record at 
Perry Field last season. Over the last five 
seasons, Bowling Green is 25-5 in the 
friendly confines of Perry Field. 
A multi-purpose facility, Perry Field 
has also hostea concerts, NFL exhibition 
games, and major soccer tournaments. 
OF — 
BGSU students are among the most vocal fans In the MAC. 
# 
DOYT L. PERRY FIELD 
Perry Field is named in honor of the man 
who led Bowling Green to a 77-11-5 
record in his 10 years as the head coach 
of the Falcons. Doyt L. Perry was simply 
one of the greatest football coaches of his 
day. His .855 winning percentage over 10 
seasons in the 1950s and 1960s remains 
one of the highest in football history. In 
fact, according to James Van Valken- 
burg, director of statistics for the NCAA, 
only two on the Division 1 -A list are above 
that figure — Knute Rockne at .881 (Notre 
Dame) and Frank Leahy at .864 (Boston 
College and Notre Dame). 
Perry, 78, is as popular as ever in Bowl- 
ing Green. An avid golfer, he spends his 
winters with wife Loretta in Florida. Each 
summer, he entertains his friends and 
former players at a golf outing. Former 
players and coaches return for the 
"Falcons' Nest of Coaches" meeting. 
Known for his well-organized practices 
and attention-to-detail meetings, Perry 
never stopped thinking of ways to suc- 
ceed. He was a winner in football and as 
a high school basketball coach. His 
basketball teams were 161-35 over nine 
seasons and his high school track teams 
won 70 county titles in nine years. 
Top 15 Home Crowds 
1. '33,527 vs. Toledo, Oct. 8, 1983 
2. 28,110 vs. Toledo, Nov. 16, 1985 
3. 26,860 vs. Toledo, Oct. 9, 1971 
4. 25,000 vs. Akron, Sept. 28, 1985 
5. 24,409 vs. Miami, Sept, 24, 1983 
6. 24,194 vs. Miami, Oct. 25, 1975 
Miami, Sept. 21, 1985 
Toledo, Oct. 6, 1973 
Miami, Oct. 20, 1973 
Miami, Oct. 25, 1969 
Ball State, Nov. 6, 1982 
Toledo, Oct. 24, 1981 
Toledo, Oct. 11, 1969 
Kent, Nov. 7, 1987 
,
,
,
,500 vs. 
,684 vs. 
,160 vs. 
,465 vs. 
404 vs. 
250 vs. 
,820 vs. 
,612 vs. 
7. 23 
8. 22 
9. 22, 
10. 21, 
11. 21, 
12. 21 
13. 20, 
14. 20, 
15. 20,547 vs. Toledo, Oct. 14, 1967 
'MAC Record 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
Perry Field 
3-1-0 
2-3-0 
4-1-0 
3-2-0 
2-2-1 
3-2-0 
3-1-0 
4-1-0 
4-1-0 
3-2-0 
3-3-0 
2-3-0 
Advantage 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
2-3-0 
2-3-0 
2-3-0 
2-2-1 
5-0-0 
4-1-0 
5-0-0 
5-0-0 
4-1-0 
3-2-0 
Total 70-37-2 
WELCOME TO DOYT L. PERRY FIELD TICKET INFORMATIOIN 
• Doyt L. Perry Field celebrates its 23rd anniversary as the home of Falcon foot- 
ball this season. Widely-regarded as the finest facility in the Mid-American Con- 
ference in which to watch football, Perry Field seats 30,599. 
• Authorized personnel ONLY are allowed on the field before, during or after the 
game. Your adherence to this policy is appreciated. 
• Emergency medical aid is available from the ambulance crew in the northeast 
corner of the stadium. Services are provided courtesy of the Wood County Disaster 
Services Agency. 
• Field headquarters for stadium game operations are located on the ground 
level of the east side of Perry Field. The telephone number is 372-2401. 
• First aid is located on the east side of the stadium next to the equipment room. 
It is easily marked for emergency situations. Trained medical personnel are in at- 
tendance at all Bowling Green State University football games. 
• Lost and Found is located at field headquarters (see above) during the game 
or at the Perry Field office of Ken Kavanagh, assistant athletic director, after the 
game. Kavanagh can be reached during weekday working hours at 372-2401. 
• Rest Rooms are located on both the east and west sides of the stadium and 
can be found between ramps 2 and 4, 6 and 8, 1 and 3 and 5 and 7. 
• Telephones are situated at frequent intervals on ground level on both the east 
or west sides of Perry Field. 
• Your cooperation is requested in observing the rules and traditions of this Univer- 
sity and of the state law that makes it illegal to bring or consume alcoholic 
beverages of any kind at an athletic event or to possess an open container of 
alcohol. 
Hotline: 372-2762 
• Reserved chair seats for singles games 
are $8. Reserved bench seats on the east 
side of the stadium for one game are $7. 
BGSU student general admission seats for 
one game are 32. General admission 
seats for one game on the west side are 
$4 for adults and $3 for youths (high 
school age and younger). General admis- 
sion seats in the north and south end 
zones are $3. 
• Any group of 15 or more people may 
purchase group reserved bench seats in 
a designated section on the east side in 
advance of game day for $4 each, that's 
$3 off a $7 ticket. A group of 25 or more 
people may purchase general admission 
seats on the west side in advance of 
game day for $2. 
• The Memorial Hall Ticket Office is open 
from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. each game day 
for ticket purchases. Advanced sale 
tickets for all remaining home games are 
on sale through halftime in the advanced 
sale ticket booth on the east side of the 
stadium. 
• Ticket outlets for BGSU sporting events 
in Bowling Green are the Memorial Hall 
Ticket Office on campus; Falcon House, 
123 S. Main St.; Kroger, 1096 N. Main St.; 
and the BG Chamber of Commerce, 163 
N. Main St. In Findlay, B8cG Drugs, 528 S. 
Main St. In Fostoria, Bill's Men and Boys' 
Wear, 118 S. Main St. In Perrysburg, Hun- 
tington Bank, Downtown, Huntington Bank, 
Three Meadows, and Kroger, 27386 Car- 
ronade Dr. In Toledo, Sports Gallery, 5577 
Monroe (The Promenade Shops). 
J@ 
They Put BGSU 
In The Driver's Seat 
The Bowling Green State University Athletic Department recognizes and appreciates the ef- 
forts of the car dealers from Bowling Green, Continental, Find/ay, Fremont Maumee, and Toledo 
pictured on this page. The generosity of these people and their support of Falcon athletics 
enables BGSU coaches to be on the road to recruit student-athletes, scout opponents, and 
represent the University. 
MAX CLEVENGER 
Willard Garage Inc.-Chrysler- 
Plymouth-Dodge & Dodge Truck 
10305 US 224W in Findlay 
423-1715 
DICK DISHOP 
Dishop Ford-Yugo-Nissan 
18039 N. Dixie Highway 
353-5271 
CARL HEFFERNAN 
BG Lincoln-Mercury 
Jeep-Eagle 
1079 N. Main 
352-2553 
JIM HERRIN 
Jim Herrin Pontiac-Mazda- 
GMC Trucks, Inc. 
1033 CR95 in Findlay 422-1531 
Jim Herrin Honda        422-6916 
JOE MCGEE 
Paul-McGee Ford 
885 Hagerty Drive in Fremont 
334-9751 
DON PAUL 
Paul-McGee Ford 
885 Hagerty Drive in Fremont 
334-9751 
BOB SCHMIDT 
Bob Schmidt Chevrolet 
425 N. Reynolds in Maumee 
800-472-3205 (in Ohio) 
/f1 
11W^   A 
AL SMITH 
Al Smith Chrysler-Plymouth- 
Dodge, Inc. 
921 N. Main 
352-5151 
PAUL THAYER 
Ralph Thayer Chevrolet 
N. Dixie Highway 
353-5751 
DICK WILSON 
Dick Wilson Pontiac-Buick- 
GMC Trucks 
1099 N. Dixie Highway 
353-5151 
JIM YARK 
Yark Classic Autoworld 
5145 Secor in Toledo 
475-4641 
WINTER SPORTS 
1988-89 Men's Basketball Schedule 1988-89 Hockey Schedule 
Date Opponent Time Date           Opponent Time 
Nov. 15 ZADAR-YUGOSLAVIA (EXH). 8:00 Oct. 14-15   at Alaska-Anchorage 7:30 
Nov. 26 SIENA 1:30 Oct. 21        at Ohio State* 7:30 
Nov. 30 DEFIANCE 8:00 Oct. 22        OHIO STATE* 7:30 
Dec. 3 at Youngstown State 8:00 Oct. 27-28   WESTERN MICHIGAN* 7:30 
Dec. 5 at Boston University 8:00 Oct. 31         WESTERN ONTARIO 7:30 
Dec. 8 FINDLAY 8:00 Nov. 4         at Michigan* 7:30 
Dec. 10 at Michigan State 8:00 Nov. 5          MICHIGAN* Nov. 11         MICHIGAN STATE* 
7:30 
7:30 Dec. 16 at Kentucky Invitational* 6:30 & 9:00 Nov. 12       at Michigan State* 7:30 (BGSU, Kentucky, Marshall, Arkansas State) Nov. 18-19  at Lake Superior* 7:30 
Dec. 17 at Kentucky Invitational* 6:30 & 9:00 Nov. 25-26   MIAMI* 7:30 
Dec. 21 WRIGHT STATE 8:00 Dec. 2-3      at Ferris State* 7:30 
Dec. 30 XAVIER 8:00 Dec. 9-10    ILLINOIS-CHICAGO* 7:30 
Jan. 4 at Toledo* 8:00 Dec. 16        OHIO STATE* 7:30 
Jan. 7 at Detroit 7:35 Dec. 17       at Ohio State* 7:30 
Jan. 11 at Kent* 7:30 Dec. 28-29 at Syracuse Invitational TBA 
Jan. 14 BALL STATE* 8:00 (BGSU, Cornell, Colgate, Boston Univ.) 
Jan. 18 at Miami* 7:30 Jan. 3          MICHIGAN-DEARBORN Jan. 6-7       at Western Michigan 
7:30 
7:30 Jan. 21 WESTERN MICHIGAN* 3:00 Jan. 13       MICHIGAN* 7:30 
Jan. 25 at Ohio University* 8:00 Jan. 14        at Michigan* 7:30 
Jan. 28 CENTRAL MICHIGAN* 3:00 Jan. 20        at Michigan State* 7:30 
Feb. 1 EASTERN MICHICAN* 8:00 Jan. 21         MICHIGAN STATE* 7:30 
Feb. 8 KENT* 8:00 Jan. 27-28   LAKE SUPERIOR* 7:30 
Feb. 11 at Ball State* 2:30 Feb. 3-4      at Miami* 7:30 
Feb. 15 MIAMI* 8:00 Feb. 10-11   FERRIS STATE* 7:30 
Feb. 18 at Western Michigan* 12:30 Feb. 17-18   at Illinois-Chicago* 7:30 
Feb. 22 OHIO UNIVERSITY* 8:00 Feb. 24-25   ST. CLOUD STATE 7:30 
Feb.25 
Mar. 1 
at Central Michigan* 
at Eastern Michigan* 
3:00 
8:00 
Mar. 3-5      CCHA First Round 
Mar. 11-12  CCHA FINALS (Detroit, Ml) 
Mar. 17-19  NCAA Tournament 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
Mar. 4 TOLEDO* 3:00 Mar. 24-26  NCAA Tournament TBA 
Mar. 9-11 MAC Tournament (Toledo, OH)                   TBA Mar. 30-      NCAA Finals TBA 
"Mid-American Conference Games Apr. 1          (Minneapolis, MN) TBA 
*CCHA Games 
All times and dates are subject to change 
All times and dates are subject to change 
<^P 1 am interested in 
purchasing 1988-1989 
Falcon Season Tickets 
^^ 
^€k\ Name 
^A tM Address 
^tiN iW* City                                                State               Zip Code 
^tw \ phone \t l¥J5™ \ am interested in: 
\\ fc*vw Hockev Tickets         Basketball Tickets S3^ 
<"V Please clip and mail to: Y MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-2762 
4? 
As a major statewide insurance company, 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Ohio applies fifty 
years of experience to help shape the future of 
health benefits. 
The acquired knowledge of a half-century of 
leadership, coupled with a sophisticated health 
benefits data base system, allows us to develop 
imaginative programs designed to make health 
care a cost-efficient employee benefit for your 
company. As your health benefits partner, we 
can put our knowledge and imagination to work 
for you. Call your independent insurance agent 
or Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Ohio. 
SHAPING THE FUTURE OF HEALTH BENEFITS. 
Blue Cross 
Blue Shield 
of Ohio 
473-BLUE 
© 1988 Blue Cross & Blue Shield Mutual of Ohio 
^ 
FALL SPORTS SCHEDULES 
GREG NYE 
Golf Coach 
GARY PALMISANO 
Soccer Coach 
Sept 3 
Sept 10 
Sept 17 
Sept 24 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 7 
Oct. 14 
Oct. 22 
Nov. 5 
Nov. 12 
Nov. 21 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Date Opponent 
at Toledo 
at Ohio w/Marshall 8c W. Virginia 
at Kent State w/Ashland 
MIAMI 
MEL BRODT INVITATIONAL 
at Notre Dame Invitational 
at Ohio Intercollegiates [Delaware, OH) 
at Central Collegiates (Athens, OH) 
at MAC Championships (Kalamazoo, Ml) 
at NCAA Region 4 Meet (Champaign, IL) 
at NCAA Championships (Ames, IA) 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Date Opponent 
at Toledo 
at Ohio w/Marshall & W. Virginia 
at Kent State w/Ashland 
MIAMI 
MEL BRODT INVITATIONAL 
at Notre Dame Invitational 
at Ohio Intercollegiates (Delaware, OH) 
at Ohio University Invitational 
at MAC Championships (Kalamazoo, Ml) 
at NCAA Region 4 Meet (Champaign, IL) 
at NCAA Championships (Ames, IA) 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
Date Opponent 
Sept. 2-3 at Iowa State 
Sept. 9-10 at Ohio State 
Sept. 11 FERRIS STATE 
Sept. 23-24 at Lady Northern (West Lafayette, IN) 
Sept. 30-Oct. 1 at Michigan State 
Oct. 7-8 at Ferris State 
Oct. 21-23 at Penn State 
Time 
10:45 
10:45 
11:45 
11:45 
12:15 
2:00 
2:00 
11:00 
12:00 
12:00 
12:00 
Sept 3 
Sept 10 
Sept 17 
Sept 24 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 7 
Oct. 14 
Oct. 22 
Nov. 5 
Nov. 12 
Nov. 21 
Time 
10:00 
10:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:30 
1:00 
3:30 
12:00 
11:00 
11:00 
11:00 
Time 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
SID SINK                                            DENISE VAN DE WA 
Cross Country Coach                                 Volleyball Coac 
SOCCER 
Date Opponent Time 
Sept. 3-4 KWIK-GOAL/BGSU SOCCER CLASSIC 
Sept. 3 BG vs. XAVIER 1:00 
Sept. 4 BG vs. ST. BONAVENTURE 1:00 
Sept. 6 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 3:30 
Sept. 10-11 at Illinois State Soccer Classic 
Sept. 10 BG vs. Southern lllinois-Edwardsville 1:00 
Sept. 11 BG vs. Illinois State 3:00 
Sept. 16 at Indiana 7:30 
Sept. 24 DETROIT 2:00 
Sept. 27 NOTRE DAME 3:30 
Sept. 30-Oct. 1 at Southern Bell - FIU Soccer Classic 
Sept. 30 BG vs. South Florida 6:00 
Oct. 1 BG vs. Florida International 8:00 
Oct. 5 EVANSVILLE 3:30 
Oct. 8 OHIO STATE 4:00 
Oct. 12 at Dayton 7:00 
Oct. 16 at Western Michigan 2:00 
Oct. 21 at Akron 7:15 
Oct. 26 MICHIGAN STATE 3:00 
Oct. 30 MARQUETTE 2:00 
Nov. 2 at Cleveland State 7:30 
Nov. 5 at Eastern Michigan 12:00 
Nov. 9 at Miami 3:00 
VOLLEYBALL 
Date Opponent 
MICHIGAN 
at Southern Illinois Tournament 
(Notre Dame, Iowa, Arizona, 
at Wisconsin Tournament 
(Indiana State, Wisconsin, N. 
at Illinois-Chicago 
at Eastern Michigan 
TOLEDO 
NEW MEXICO STATE 
MIAMI 
BALL STATE 
SYRACUSE 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
AKRON 
TENNESSEE 
at Wright State 
at Western Michigan 
at Cleveland State 
WINDSOR 
at Ohio University 
at Kent 
at Dayton 
at Toledo Can-Am Tournament 
(Toledo, Seneca, Wilfrid Lauri 
Nov. 25-26    at MAC Tournament 
Sept. 6 
Sept. 9-10 
Sept. 16-17 
Sept. 18 
Sept. 23 
Sept. 24 
Sept. 28 
Sept. 30 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 7 
Oct. 8 
Oct. 14 
Oct. 15 
Oct. 18 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 25 
Nov. 1 
Nov. 4 
Nov. 5 
Nov. 8 
Nov. 1 19 
Time 
7:00 
10:00 
So. Illinois) 
5:00 
Dakota State) 
3:00 
7:30 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
3:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:30 
7:30 
7:00 
7:00 
4:00 
7:00 
8:00 
er) 
TBA 
^ 
To make it on our team, 
you have to hit the books just as hard. 
Our team is the GTE Academic All-America® Team as 
selected by the College Sports Information Directors of 
America (CoSIDA). And our recruiting standards are the 
toughest around. 
Like any other team, we want to know how many 
passes you've completed. Or, the number of quarterbacks 
you've sacked. But we also want to know what your 
cumulative grade point average is. And it better be at least 
a 3.20. 
Getting drafted by the GTE Academic All-America 
Team isn't easy. That's what makes it such an honor for 
those who do. 
BGSU FALL SPORTS PREVIEW 
Another Promising Autumn Ahead 
For Five Falcon Sports Teams 
by JOHN FARINA 
Assistant Sports Information Director 
Those associated with Bowling Green 
athletics are well aware of the long and 
storied tradition of excellence that sur- 
rounds the program. The 1988-89 
school year appears to be no excep- 
tion as the Falcon squads gear up for 
another promising season of success. 
With key personnel returning in each 
sport, plenty of excitement looms on the 
horizon this fall. . . 
SOCCER 
Head Soccer Coach Gary Palmisano 
will have a veteran-dominated lineup 
in 1988 as the Falcon booters look to im- 
prove upon the 12-5 won-loss ledger of 
a year ago. Palmisano will have 17 let- 
termen, including eight seniors, back 
from that club that fashioned wins over 
teams such as Penn State and 
Cleveland State. 
Defense and goaltending will be the 
strength of this year's team, and two 
players to keep an eye on will be senior 
back Jon Felton and junior goalie 
Mickey Loescher. Felton, an All- 
American selection in 1987, will anchor 
a dependable backline that promises 
to limit opponents to few good scoring 
chances. Loescher will provide stabili- 
ty in the nets after posting a won-loss 
record of 10-4 last season along with a 
fine goals—against average of 0.94. 
Offensively, the Falcons will be led by 
senior toward Mike Anticoli and 
sophomore forward Kyle Royer, both of 
whom ended up tied for first place on 
the team's scoring list in 1987. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Head Volleyball Coach Denise Van 
De Walle and her 1988 edition of the 
BGSU spikers will eye their first Mid- 
American Conference crown after 
posting a second-place finish last year. 
BGSU will have a dependable group of 
seven letterwinners back from last 
season's club that manufactured an 
overal record of 24-6, the highest win- 
ning percentage in Falcon volleyball 
history. Among the seven monogram 
winners are five starters, including junior 
setter Linda Popovich. Popovich, a 
GTE/CoSIDA Academic All-American 
last year, was an All-MAC second-team 
choice in 1987. 
Hoping to be on the receiving end of 
Popovich's sets will be senior co-cap- 
tains Kelley Ellett and Jane Plantz. Ellett 
will be a key performer in the middle 
after finishing second on the team in 
kills and fourth in attack percentage in 
1987. Plantz, has shown steady im- 
provement on the left side. 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
The 1987 season was an interesting 
campaign for Head Coach Greg Nye 
and his squad as the Falcons posted 
some impressive finishes. BGSU chalked 
up a solid fourth-place showing at the 
competitive Michigan State Invitational, 
and then captured its own Invitational 
later on in the season. 
As for 1988, Nye will have to do some 
rebuilding as just three letterwinners 
from last year's club return. It will be a 
young team with three juniors, one 
sophomore, and five freshmen on the 
pre-season. 
Key performers include juniors Gloria 
Holmes and Rena Friedline and 
sophomore Heidi Wright. 
"We are looking forward to the chal- 
lenges of a new season," Nye says. 
"With road trips to places like Iowa 
LINDA POPOVICH 
1987 Academic All-American 
JON FELTON 
1987 All-American 
State, Ohio State, and Purdue, our team 
will face some stiff tests," Nye says. "Plus 
we are looking forward to our home 
match against Ferris State on 
September 11." 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Sid Sink is always one of the busier 
Falcon coaches in the fall as he guides 
both the men's and women's cross 
country teams. In 1988, Sink will be 
shooting for improvement in both 
squads in the Mid-American Con- 
ference standings. 
On the women's squad, the Falcon 
mentor believes his team has the abili- 
ty to surpass last year's third-place 
showing in the MAC Meet if the group 
stays healthy and shows continual im- 
provement. A leader on this year's team 
will be junior Mary Louise Zurbach, an 
All-MAC harrier last season. Other run- 
ners that Sink points to include co- 
captains Sharon Hogrefe and Missy 
Ellers. 
The men's team finished in seventh 
place in the conference last season, 
and Sink is definitely eyeing major im- 
provements in his charges. Junior cap- 
tain Mike McKenna, slowed by injuries 
in 1987, could give the team a boost if 
he returns to full strength. Senior John 
Hickman turned in a number of out- 
standing performances last season. A 
fine contingent of sophomores, head- 
ed by Dan Fulmer and Jon Monheim, 
along with a transfer from Walsh Col- 
lege, Brian Donnelly, will provide the 
Falcons with depth. 
THE FALCON FOOTBALL FAMILY 
Front Row (l-r): Christine Wolfe, Zac Miller, Allison Garver, Adam Miller, Rachel, Jessica and Tanner Humes. Second Row: 
Karen Wolfe, Barb Miller, Terri Garver with son Kevin, Carlalee and Moe Ankney with Kyle Miller, Molly Ankney, Mary Lou 
Reublln, Pam and Kurt Humes. Third Row: Steve Feyrer, Bob Wolfe, Andy Garver, Eric Wolfe, Mark Miller, Kevin Wolfe, Todd 
Fitch, Terry and Ann Malone, Mike and Lauren Mangili, Bob Reublln, Reggie Oliver and Andy Dengler. 
Tanner, Jessica, Pam, Kurt and Rachel Humes 
THE FALCON FOOTBALL FAMILY 
This is the first of five pages devoted to pictures of the Falcon Football Family 
for 1988. Other Falcon Football Family members will be pictured in future issues 
of the Bowling Green Football Magazine. Mike and Lauren Mangili. 
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SIDE BY SIDE, FOR THE 
BEST IN CAR BUYING 
corner of DUSSEL and REYNOLDS 
(just south of Southwyck) 
Mifficia 
OLDS•HONDA 
1988 BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
Front Row (L to RJ: Jason Zeller, Dave Kinzie, Tony McCorvey, Ken Rankin, 
Mike McGee, Shawn Daniels, Greg Glassco, Eric Smith, Mark Bongers, 
Michael Jackson, Jeff Sandru, David Haynes, Kyle Kramer, Scott Beckley, 
Calvin Whitfield. Second Row: Andre Smith, Mike Holmes, Harold Arrowsmith! 
Billy Horn, Charles Edgerton, Keith Pace, Rozell Winters, Derrick Carr, Shawn 
Zimmerman, Charles Dotson, Tom Addie, Larry Lambright, Reggie Thorn- 
ton, Toy Eason. Third Row: Mark Ross, Kyle Hockman, Rich Dackin, Pat 
Jackson, Steve Spray, Rob Brumer, Eric Fitzpatrick, Deon Allen, Sam Wallace, 
Don Tecco, Dave Jacobs, Doug Van Fossen, Duane Crenshaw, Terry Wilson! 
Dirk Naegele. Fourth Row: Todd Powell, Allen Smith, Cris Shale, Ron Vis- 
counte, Jim Howell, Joe Notaro, Todd Currence, Marty Matiscik, Richard 
Young, Dal McDonald, Brian Walnsch, Brian Hogarth, Matt Kregel, Matt 
Zelina. Fifth Row Artie Mangham, Tony Parnell, Paul Seeley, Ron Heard, Norris 
Freeman, Dave Bielinski, Lamar Matthews, D.J. Ogilvie, Brett Landman, Brian 
Laird, Andy Mains, Dave McQuigg, Tom Shehab, Pat Gucciardo, Scott 
Lindsey. Sixth Row: Erik White, Mark Freidly, Nick Eppert, Ken Burress, J.P. 
Emond, Mike Cunningham, Blake Verdun, Bill Gillihan, Brian Sherman, Ver- 
non Williams, Doug Carr, Jerry Beattie, Kevin O'Brien, Mark Szlachcic, Robert 
Winterhalter. Seventh Row: Nick Sims, Tony Lee, Dave Hankins, Eric 
Carpenter, Stephen Wilbourne, Jeff Rottinghaus, Ray Lambert, Chris Hen- 
wood, Chris Beier, Dave Sauber, Bill Strazinsky, Brian Nartker, Steve Victor, 
Pat Dutson, Pete Kowalksi. Eighth Row: student managers Chris Kemock, Joe 
Snyder, John Godfrey, Stacy Gordon, equipment manager Joe Sharp, head 
trainer Bill Jones, student trainers Kevin Watson, Hugh Hendrix, assistant 
trainer Mike Messaros, student trainers Jeff Schultz, Chris Schommer, Jodi 
Gephart. Ninth Row: graduate assisant Todd Fitch, assistant coaches Mark 
Miller, Andy Garver, Bob Reublin, Kurt Humes, Reggie Oliver, Mike Mangili, 
head coach Moe Ankney, assistant coaches Terry Malone, Bob Wolfe, 
graduate assistants Andy Dengler, Steve Feyrer. 
